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Preface
This book is intended to be used in a competency-based language

training program. A competency-based approach to language training is
one which focuses on the specific tasks that learners will need to
accomplish through language. This approach focuses not only on language,
but also on the cultural context and purpose of the communication. Some
competencies are closely Lied to work tasks, such as reporting an absence,
explaining a 2rocedure, or making an appointment with a supervisor.
Others reflect basic survival needs like buying food, handling emergencies,
and using local transportation. Still other competencies are part of
ordinary social transactions, such as discussing home and family,
requesting clarification, or expressing likes and dislikes. The competencies
included in this book are those which we anticipate Peace Corps Volunteers
will need most during their initial months in the country.

The competency-based approach is particularly well-suited to adult
learners, who bring many advantages to the language classroom. First,
they are experienced learners whose cognitive skills are fully developed.
This means they can make generalizations, understand semantic and
syntactic relationships and integrate the new language into their already
developed first language. Second, adult learners are self-directed and
independent. They have strong feelings about how and what they need to
learn, and they take responsibility for that learning. Finally, adult
learnersespecially Peace Corps Volunteersare highly motivated. They
understand the importance of being able to communicate in thenew
language in this new endeavor they have undertaken.

The competency-based approach takes advantage of these strengths that
adults have as language learners. First, it is designed to be relevant.
Because lessons are based directly on the needs of the learner, there
should be no doubi as to their usefulness. Those which are not relevant
should be omitted, and any essential competencies which have been
overlooked should be added. (It is expected that further needs
assessments wi:'a be conducted in order to plan revisions to this text).
Second, basing instruction on competencies means that goalsare clear and
concrete. The learners know what success will look like from the start and
can assess their own progress toward mastery of the competencies. Third,
competency-based language programs are flexible in terms of time,
learning style, and instructional techniques. There is no need to linger
over a lesson once mastery of a competency has been demonstrated and,
within program constraints, extra time can be devotedto more difficult
competencies. Lessons canand shouldbe taught through a variety of



techniques, since different learners benefit from different kinds of
approaches. And there is always room for experimenting with new
methods, combining them with more familiar ones.

It is hoped that, with the help of trained Peace Corps language instructors,
this book will provide the basis for interesting, relevant language
instruction which will enable new Peace Corps Volunteers to function
effectively in their new surroundings and to begin the process of
continuing their language learning throughout their time of service.

(0
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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE KAZAKH LANGUAGE

0.1 The Kazakh language belongs to the family of Turkic languages. Together with the
Mongolian and Manchu-Tungus languages they form a distinctive languagegroup known
as the Altaic languages. Some scholars add Japanese and Korean to this language group.

The Turkic languages are divided into Southern, Western, Eastern, Central and Northern
sub-groups. To the Southern sub-group belong Turkish, Turkmen, and Azeri. Uzbek and
Uighur constitute the major languages of the Eastern sub-group. The Western sub-group is
comprised of Tatar, Bashkir, Karaim, Kumuk and Karachay. The Northern sub-group
includes Yakut and Allay. Kazakh, together with Kirghiz, Karakalpak and Nugay, forms
the Central sub-group.

0.2 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF KAZAKH
0.2.1 Agglutination: Stems and Suffixes

Kazakh, like all other Turkic languages, is an agglutinative language. Word formation and

grammatical concepts are expressed through mono-functional suffixes, added to simple,
unchangeable stems, identical with base words, or derived stems.

Agglutination occurs also in the inflectional Indo-European languages. But incontrast to
the Turkic languages, the suffixes added are poly-functional. For example, the endings in
English denotes two functions: a) plural, as in gardens, 2) genitive, as in garden's.

In addition, the Turkic principle of agglutination, as it also applies to Kazakh, is strikingly
regular and consistent. For example, only one plural suffix (+mph-Rep) existsto be added
to nouns or verbs (in tense or mood formations). As soon as the student has learned a
number of root-words and suffixes, he/she will be able to formnew words. Without the
help of a dictionary he/she will also be able to analyze and understand words and word
formations. For example, in the Kazakh word 6accm3Ria the student will recognize-1-aim

as a suffix forming abstract nouns comparable to English-ness [-hood or -dom, as in
"childlessness," "childhood," "freedom "]. The proceeding suffix +Ch13 stands for
"without," 6ac+ the root or base word means "head, mind," therefore 6accbaRbm isto be
understood as "state of being without a mind," i.e. "mindlessness."
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Suffixes in Kazakh, like in all other Turkic languages, consist either of a closed syllable
(see examples given above) or an open syllable, as, e.g., the suffixes for the locative
(-+Ral+Liel+Tal+7r) and the dative case (-frall-re). Suffixes formed by one vowel or one
consonant are rare.

As a rule, Kazakh stems or base words are also mono-syllabic, e.g., 5ac+ "head," Kerr- "to

come." Stems with two or more syllables are usually of foreign origin.

0.3 OPPOSITION BETWEEN VERBS AND NOUNS

Kazakh, like all Turkic languages, observes a strict separation between verbal and nominal

stems or base words, i.e., all words are classified into two opposite groups: verbs and
nouns. The opposition between these two word categories can best be characterized by
mathematical signs. As seen above, verbal stems (Ken "to come") are designated bya
minus sign and nominal stems by a plus sign (6ac+ "head").

In order to maintain the rigid division between nouns and verbs, Kazakh has two sets of
suffixes:

a) suffixes which can only be attached to verbal stems (deverbal suffixes);

b) suffixes which can only be added to nominal stems (denominal suffixes).

The deverbal suffixes are divided into:

a) deverbal verb suffixes: -W11-:117- denoting the passive mood of the
verb:6ac- "to press," 6ac-ma- "to be pressed";

b) deverbal noun suffixes: -Ata-+I-me+ (-172+1-me+): 62c- "to press,"

but 6ac -Ma +> 6ac-na + "pressure; printing; press."

Similarly, the denominal suffixes are separated into:

a) denominal noun suffixes, as, e.g., 4-11161÷1-1-111i+ denoting a person who

does something habitually or professionally with the thing or object

expressed in the preceding noun: eTiK "boots," critc+mi "one who makes
boots or shoes, shoemaker,"
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b) denominal verb suffixes, as, e.g., +11a-/-1-lle- (also: +7a-/+7r-),

expressing the idea of doing (making) something with the preceding noun:
ic+ "work," ic+va- "to work" (literally: to make work).

As the above examples illustrate, in Kazakh, unlike English which can form nouns from
verbs ("a find") and verbs from nouns ("to face") without morphological changes, the
firmly fixed boundary between verbs and nouns can only be crossed by means of
appropriate suffixes.

0.4 VOWEL HARMONY: PALATO-VELAR HARMONY

When adding appropriate suffixes to nominal or verbal stems, certain phonological rules
affecting the vowels of the suffixes have to be observed.

Kazakh divides all vowels into:

a) back (velar) vowels: a o y (y) u
b) front (palatal) vowels: a e y i em3 (>Russ)

The vowel y is considered neutral in regard to the above division when rendering the
verbal/noun suffix -y+, as in icefi-y "coming," 6in-y "knowing" (<6k- "to know").

According to the Law of Palato-Velar Harmony base stems with a pal ital (front) vowel can

only have suffixes with front vowels. Likewise base stems containing a velar (back) vowel
can only have suffixes containing back vowels. On account of this rule, each suffix has
two versions: one with a front vowel, the other with a back vowel. It also follows that
Kazakh words (base stems + suffixes) will either contain back or front vowels. If a word
has both back and front vowels, like myranim "teacher," pancer "thanks," it is of foreign
origin.

On the basis of their vocalism and in agreement with the Law of Palato-Velar Harmony all
suffixes in Kazakh can be divided into two groups:

a) suffixes containing the vowel a or e, as, e.g., the plural suffix +fiap/+nep
(also: +rapkt-rep): a:+ "horse," arfrap (see 0.5) "horses," but: ic+ "work,"
ic+7ep "works";

41c'
3
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b) suffixes containing the vowel M or i, as, e.g., the possessive suffix first
person sing . iar +MAili-af: ari-Lim"my horse," 6e74- "face," 6erfixt"my

face."

Note 1) The suffix -y+ occupies a special position as already noted above.

Note 2) Some Kazakh speakers will also &serve an additional law of
Vowel Harmony, called Labial Harmony. According to this law the suffix
vowel brii is changed to yiy after a labial vowel (y, y, y, o, e) in the stem.

0.5 CONSONANT ASSIMILATION

Kazakh avoids consonant clusters, wherever possible. They are not tolerated in word
initial position. The phonetic structure of a Kazakh stem or base word is either

a) VC: ar "horse," OT "fire," an- "to take"
b) CVC: Ken- "to come," 6in- "to know," 6ac+ "head"

or (rarely)

c) CV: xe- "to eat," ne- "to say."

Kazakh also tries to avoid consonant clusters, when adding suffixes with the initial
consonants n-, 6-, M-, H -, 11- to stems with a final consonant. In such cases, Kazakh
assimilates the initial consonant of the suffix to the stem final consonant.

For example, after voiceless consonants (n, -T, -c, -K, -Ili) the plural suffix +nap/+nep
change; to +rapli-Tep:

a74-nap "horses"> arrap
ic+ficp "works"> k-lep
riran+nap "books"> Kirarrrap

After voiced consonants (-3, -x -a,-M, the plural suffix is changed to+Rap/4-izep:

J +nap "years"> .1runnap

fnep "lakes"> xennep
e3eLf+nep "rivers"> e3eunep

4



Inauduction

Similar rules of consonant assimilationexist for all other suff ixes with theabove-mentioned

initial consonants. These rules willbe given in the "Grammar Explanation"chapters.

0.6 THE KAZAKH ALPHABET AND RULES OF PRONUNCIATION

0.6.1 General Remarks
0.6.1.1 Script

Until 1929 the Kazakhs used theArabic script; from 1929 till 1940 aLatin alphabet was

used. In 1940 the Kazakhs, like allother Turkic peoples living in theformer Soviet Union,

had to adopt the Cyrillic scriptwhich is still being used today. Forthe presentation of

sounds non-existing in Russian,Kazakh introduced special letter signs,such as i for the

palatal i, y for a, e for o, y for ashort u, a for a, and F, X, Fi for consonantsspecial to

Kazakh (see 0.6.2).

0.6.1.2. Kazakh Vowels

Kazakh vowels are generally pronouncedshort. Vowels followed by the consonantit are

pronounced long, e.g.:

[by] "home, house"

The vowel y is considered asemi-consonant. As such it can appearbetween vowels. It is

pronounced like English u followed by aweakly articulated w:

aym3 [auvqz] "mouth"

Tay [tauw] "mountain"

0.6.2 The Alphabet and A uproximate Rules of Pronunciation

a [a] like a in English but.

a [a] like a in English apple.

6 [b] like b in English best.

113 [w] like w in English vase.

r [g] like g in English gate.

Fs( like g in English garden, but pronounced morebackwards. This sound is

difficult to approximate. The student isadvised to listen carefully to a native

speaker's pronunciation.
Note: F appears only in words containingback vowels.

5
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A [d] like d in English door.
e [e] like e in English end.

[yo] like yo in English yonder.
[j] like j in English journal.

3 [z] like s in English words is andwas.
u riy/iyi represents the vowels u [I] or i [i] followed by # [y].
ii [y] like y in English yes.
K [k] like c in English care.
1c [q] like c in English clock, but pronounced further back.

[1] like 1 in English old.
M [m] like m in English mother.
H [n] like n in English no.
E([ ] like the combination of ng in English hunger.
o [o] like o in English or, but pronounced shorter.
o [o] like o in German.
n [p] like p in English past.
c [s] like s in English summer.
T [t] like t in English top.
y [u] see remarks 0.6.1.2
y [u] like English short u..
y [a] like ti in German uber.
ca [f] likef in English father, occurs only in foreign words.
x [x] like ch in German hoch, or ch in Scottish loch.
h [h] like h in English hat

[ts] occurs only in Russian loan words.
q [c] pronounced like ch in English church..

[s] like sh in English..
[sc] occurs only in Russian loan words.

u [ii velar i, like in English a (indefinite article).
i [i] front i, like the i in English bit.
3 [e] occurs only in initial position of Russian words; pronounced like

e in English ecology.
m Iyu] pronounced yu.
s [ya] pronounced ya.

6 ti
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0.7 STRESS

Kazakh employs different stress rules for noun and verb formations. In noun formations
[i.e., stem (+plural suffix) + (possessive suffix) + case suffix] the last syllable (=suffix) is
stressed:

my+ ("mountain") +nap
Tay+nap+ra

"mountains"

"to the mountains"

As a general rule, in verb formations (i.e., mood and tense) the stress falls on the syllable
before the personal ending (see 0.8.2.1) which is unstressed:

ken-renmin "I have come"

If the verb formation contains the negative suffix -ma-/-me-; -6a-/-6e-; -na-/-ne- (see p. 22),

the stress generally moves to the syllable preceding the negative suffix:

ken-me-rellmin "I have not come"
ken-me! "don't come"
iten-metti3 "please don't come"

0.8 PARTS OF SPEECH
0.8.1 Declension of Nouns

Kazakh has six cases: nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, locative, and ablative. The
cases are formed by adding case suffixes to noun stems (cea+ "word") or derived noun
formations (co3+nep+im "my words"). The nominative has no case marker. All case
suffixes have initial consonants, therefore rules of consonant assimilation have to be
observed. The genitive is used to express definite ownership, e.g., English "my
grandfather's garden" is rendered in Kazakh as aram+nbin 6ar+ht (`'ather-my-of garden-
his). The dative renders direction, expressed in English by the prepositions "to, into." The
accusative states the definite direct object. The locative indicates location, rendered in
English by the prepositions "in, at, on." The ablative expresses separation (English
"from"). Some Kazakh grammarians add to these six cases an instrumentalis, formei with
the postpositions 6en/men/nen "with." Although the postposition is written together with
the preceding noun, it cannot yet be considered a case suffix because it does not follow the
rules of the Palatal-Velar Vowel Harmony (0.4).

7
'U
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0.8,2 Verbs
0.8.2.1 Tenses

Tenses Ere formed in Kazakh from verbal nouns to which personal endings, either personal

pronoun:- or possessive suffixes have been added.

In tense formations Kazakh emphasizes the physical, mental and emotional position of the
speaker in regard to the action. For actions which occurred in the past, Kazakh asks the
following questions: Where was the speaker located when the action took place? Was the
speaker an eyewitness or did he/she only hear about the action? In each of these situations
different forms of past tenses have to be used.

Future tenses indicate the speaker's perception of whether the action will definitely take
place or whether its execution is doubtful or uncertain. By means of the particles ay and ail
(originally interjections), added to tense formations, Kazakh renders the emotional position
of the speaker: regret, pity, satisfaction, etc.:

KAT zaania-ay "at long last he/she wrote a letter"

0.9 WORD ORDER

The basic order of words in a Kazakh sentence is:

subject .;3. person noun subject) object predicate.

The predicate, either noun or verb predicate, stands at the end of the sentence. The
predicate always includes the person /subject:

Kerwin (I saw) you came (lit: having come-your)
zaxcumbut 1 am well (lit.: well-I)

Direct and indirect objects precede the predicate. Expressions of time and locality can be
placed before the objects, or in their absence before the predicate.

8
At



Noun subjects, placed at the beginning of the sentence,are only necessary to identify the
third person subject, because Kazakh does not distinguish gender:

KAT xca3xibi he, she, it wrote a letter (lit.: letter wrote-he/she/it)
AxmeT KAT Xa3,4b1 Alunet wrote a letter.

0.10 MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN KAZAKH AND ENGLISH

0.10.1 Kazakh has no gender.

0.10.2 Kazakh has neither a definite nor indefinite article.

0.10.3 English modal verbs "can, could, may, might, shall, should, must" donot exist
in Kazakh. Each of these words requires a rephrasing in Kazakh. For
example,"I must go" is rendered as "my going is necessary":

6ap-y+bim xepex

0.10.4 Kazakh has no auxiliary verb "to have, to not have." Instead ituses the phrase:
"my so-and-so exists (does not exist) ":

xiTa6+bim 6ap (xox)

0.10.5 Instead of prepositions Kazakh uses postpositions. English: "after school"is
rendered as:

mexTen+Teii ("school" + ablative case) 'tail' ("after")

0.10.6 Kazakh has no dependent (subordinated) clauses. Neither does it have
subordinating conjunctions. An English dependent clause "when he came"is
rendered as "at his coming": xen-i-ell+iii+geor icen-reu+Ae. English relative
clauses correspond in Kazakh to attributive phrases:za3-raii aAam ... "the man
who wrote ..." (lit.: the having written man).

9 (Th



TOPIC 1:

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

CULTURE NOTE: The Kazakhs

COMPETENCIES:

1. To exchange greetings and inquiries of well-being

2. To introduce and identify oneself

3. To ask for permission to leave/to say goodbye
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Topic 1

THE KAZAKHS

In the early seventeenth century Russiansfirst penetrated into the Kazakh steppes. It took

nearly two hundred years to complete their conquest,since the Russians were opposed at

every step of their advanceby the Kazakh nomads, inspired by their brave aqin(oral

poets). After the conquest,there were numerousuprisings. One major revolt against

Russian rule took place in 1916, when the Kazakhs werejoined by the Kirghiz, Uzbeks

and all other Turkic peoples of Russian-occupiedCentral Asia. Each uprising was met

with mass killings and deportations. The Sovietregime, established in 1917, not only

continued the colonial policies of the Russian Empirebut employed even more brutal

methods, depriving the Kazakh nomads of their cultureand language.

Until 1929, most Kazakhs remained nomadic, althoughtheir seasonal movements had been

restricted due to land seizures benefitting Russian settlers.Then, in 1930, Stalin enforced

his policy of collectivization throughout theSoviet Union. For the Kazakhs this policy

meant first sedentarization and thencollectivization. The harsh measures taken to separate

the Kazakhs from their horses and sheep and to movethem into re-education camps,

resulted in near-genocide. Within two years the Kazakhslost over half of their population,

their numbers reduced from four million to less than twomillion. After the great famine of

1932, only small groups of Kazakhs managed to crosswith their herds into Xinjiang,

where they continued their nomadic way of life.

The persecution continued. Between 1937 and1938 66,000 Kazakh intellectuals, poets

and writers were put to death on Stalin's orders. Again,during World War II and the years

thereafter, Kazakhs perished in large numbers, not only onthe battlefields, but also in

prison camps and at home from starvation. Thesuffering of the ICazakii people was

matched by equally harsh attacks on the environment. TheSoviets' systematic exploitation

of the natural resources of Kazakhstan led to a depletionof land and water resources.

Large regions of Kazakhstan, such as the Aral Sea region,have become environmental

disaster areas. Without regard for the life or health of thepopulation, several regions in

Kazakhstan (Semipalatinsk, Safiarqa) were turned into nucleartesting grounds.

Despite this history of nearly 300 years of continuous deprivationand suffering, the

Kazakhs have not succumbed to adversity. On the contrary,they have stood up again and

again. On December 16, 1986, now celebrated as theirIndependence Day, Kazakh
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students demonstrated and openly challenged Moscow's appointment of a Russian to the
position of Kazakhstan's Fiat Secretary of the Communist Party. Although the
demonstration was brutally crushed, it nevertheless signalled the beginning of similar
expressions of national assertiveness in all the republics of the former Soviet Union,
leading to its final break-up.

In the face of severe adversity, the Kazakhs also preserved their most precious cultural trait:

the love of poetry, songs and music. There is hardly a Kazakh, man or woman, who does
not love to sing and play the dombira (a two-stringed lute). Despite all hardships they did
not loose their fondness for music. If two Kazakhs meet, they sing and challenge each
other on the dombira.The ancient tradition of improvising poetry, sung to improvised
melodies, is still practiced in poetry-singing contests called aytis. These contests are now
being revived, with contests for accomplished poets (clip°, as well as for young children.

Another notable characteristic of the Kazakhs is their decorum in greetings and terms of
address. They have a saying, in a man's greetings lies his character." Therefore, anyone
who wants to know the Kazakhs well needs to become acquainted with their system of
greetings and terms of address.
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PCV:
T:
PCV:

Topic I

COMPETENCY: To exchange greetings and inquiries of well-being
SITUATION: Classroom
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh (male) teacher

Amaxchn 6a, aratt!
AMMICIA3 6a, xan-lcamatibnul3 x.amati?
Xaxcbz, paxMeT.

VOCABULARY:
aman

amancm3

6a
amancm3 6a

arail

paxmeT

xan

xamail
xan-)Ka matt+bnim3

Kanatl

)1(mccm

well, healthy
you are healthy, well
interrogative particle

greetings! (lit.: are you well?)

respectful address for a male teacher, form of address for
a respected elder (male)

thank, thanks
situation, circumstance

situation

your situation
how
fine, well

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Personal Pronouns:
Used independently
men

cell
(I)
(you)

ci3 (you sing. polite form)
on (he, she, it)
6i3 (we)

cetinep (you plural form)

ci3Rep (you plural polite form)
onap (they)

13

Used as personal endings
-wail -mitt; -6bni/-6iii;

-CF III/ -CiH

-cbia/-ci3

0
4.6)13/-mi3; -6b13/--6i3;

-chainap/-cirinep

-cuxtap/-ci3,Etep

0

r.
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Rules for consonant changes in personal endings 1st person singular and plural:

after vowels and n, p, y, M, H, IL

-61m/-6in after 3, X

after voiceless consonants

- Mb13/-M13 after vowels and n, p, il, y

-6113/-6i3 after 3, X, M, H, tr

- ribra/-nia after voiceless consonants

Because the person/subject is expressed in the verb or noun predicate through personal
endings (see also 0.9), the personal pronouns of the 1st person singular and plural are only
used for emphasis:

Men Bonambni
Bi3 =ADAK

"It's me who is Bolat"

"We (not others) came"

When using the personal pronoun 1st person singular/plural for emphasis, it is good
practice to make a pause after the pronoun.

Personal endings attached to adjectives or nouns render English phrases in the present tense
of "to be," which is not expressed in Kazakh.

Amepireanbmcbo "you are an American" (lit.: American-you)

AmepHicana1610 (<Amepirica+na16b13) "We are from America"
(lit.: America-from we)

KaaarIcabut "I am a Kazakh" (lit.: Kazakh-I)

Because the 3rd person does not have a personal ending, ore "he, she, it," camp "they"
precedes the noun or adjective:

On Amepincanan "he is from America" (lit.: he America-from)

Onap Ararc,cm "they are fine" (lit.: they-fine)

14
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2. COMPETENCY: To introduce and identify oneself
SITUATION: Classroom
ROLES: PCV and elderly Kazakh teacher (female)

PCV: CariamaTcbm 6a, anal!
T: AMalleb13 6a! Allagb13 KIM, 6aympum?
PCV: MUM Xon, cbammffsim
T: Kati xermeHci3, timpani?
PCV: AmepfficaAaumbiti.

VOCABULARY:
canamaT safe, sound; healthy; safety, health
canamaTcbm 6a greetings! (lit.: are you well?)
ana older sister
anal respectful form of address for an elderly lady; also for a

female teacher
aT name (personal name)
Kim who
6aybip liver; relative; younger brother
cbampunig (>Russ.) family name
Kati what, which
)(cep place

Katt xep-Kten from what place, from where?
unApatc light

unapar+um my light, term of endearment: my dear

15
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Possessive Suffixes:
After noun stems ending in vowels After noun stems ending in consonants

Singular 1. +M +Lam/+im

2. +n +baikin
3. +cbitfci +u/+i

Plural 1. +Mbl3R-Mi3 +111M1)13/-4-ilii3

2. +nbi3/+1,43 +17Hb13/4-iiii3

3. +naphil+nepi;+naphl/rtepi; Tapigirepi

Note: Kazakhs do not ask "what is your name?" but amtgbia Kim? "who is your
name?" Such a phrase is also common among the Mongols.

Questions:
Kazakh maintains the same sentence structure for statements and questions. A question
marker (interrogative particle) has to be used if the question does not contain an
interrogative pronoun (see p. 26). The form of the question marker is ma/me (after vowels
and n, p, V, y), 6a/t5e (after M, x, H, 3, x) and na/ne (after voiceless consonants). It is added

after the word which is questioned:

Amepmcanancbm 6a? Are you from America?

but: Amernocanan6achm?>Amepnranan6bicbm! Are you from America?

Note: The interrogative particle changes to 614/6/ if preceded by a personal ending.

tJ
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3. COMPETENCY: To ask for permission to leave/tosay goodbye
SITUATION: Classroom
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh teacher

PCV: Aran, 6yrix yaKhrrbuibm 6ap ma?
T: Oiciximice opati, 6yrill yaKbrrum ure a3.
PCV: Egret' maFaH KemeK 6epcegi3 6ona ma?
T: Balogh'. Eimi Kemipiab, KeTyim xepeK egi. Amali-even

6onbutual
PCV: Cay 6anbutb3!

VOCABULARY:
6yriH today
yaKbrr time
6ap exists
yaKIAT-1-1,111b13 6ap ma? Do you have time?
exit-dunce wail unfortunately
eTe very
ag little

epreti tomorrow
marax to me (dative case of personal pronoun 1. person singular)
KOMCK assistance
6ep- to give
KOMeK 6epceiti3 kindly help me (lit.: if you will help me); see p. 51
6ona ma (<6oha,abt ma) will it be, i.e., will it be possible?
6onum it will be (possible)
ettgi now
Keutip- to forgive

xemipigig please forgive me (imperative)
KeT- to leave

KeT-y+im my leaving
xepeK necessary; is necessary
exti he, -he, it was

KeT -y +iM KepeK exti. I must definitely leave

'7
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amm-eceit

cay

healthy

healthy

waif-emu (cay) 60J1141(b13 be healthy! (expression of goodbye)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

With the help of the possessive suffixes learned in Competency 2 41. 16) we can now
render "to have, to have not," a concept which is rephrased in Kazakh as "object +
possessive + 6ap (exists)/ JKOK (does not exist)," e.g.:

yaicbrr+bnima 6ap

yakbrr+butbm xox

id la6+104 (<xiran) 6ap

"your time exists," i.e., "you have time";
"your time does not exist," i.e., "you have no
time"
"my book exists," i.e., "I have a book."

Another concept for which Kazakh has no single word is "must," which Kazakh renders as

"my doing is necessary," e.g.:

KeT-v-im Yeperc

6ap-y+bni icepeK

6ep-y+1,ti3 Kepex

"my leaving is necessary," i.e., "I must go";

"your going is necessary," i.e., "you must go";
"our giving is necessary," i.e., "we must give."

The negation is regularly formed with -ma-/-Nte- (see p. 22):

6ep-me-y+ittia icepex "your giving is not necessary," i.e.,
"you must/should not give."

By adding eta ("it was") to the phrases rendering "1 must (not), etc." a sense of urgency is

expressed:

ice-r-(ne)-y+iiti3 Kepex eui "you definitely must (not) go; you should (not) go"

PROVERB:

MammucTall yneH aT xox,, There is no greater name than human being,

Haman yucca ac NEM There is no better food than bread.

0
4;,
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TOPIC 2:

CLASSROOM ORIENTATION

CULTURE NOTE: Terms of Address Among the Kazakhs

COMPETENCIES:

1. To follow simple classroom directions/to respond to instructions and questions

2. To ask to explain a phrase or word

3. To respond to warm-up questions

4. To state reasons for being late or absent

19



1. COMPETENCY:

T;

PCV:
T:
PCV:

T:

SITUATION:
ROLES:

Topic 2

To follow simple classroom directions/to respond
to instructions and questions
Classroom
PCV and Kazakh teacher (male)

EMU, ThIliaall:b13,4ap. Mbwa ce3AepAi Aarrrepnepini3re
xaabaunAap.
Ara, xalinan, acuic.,nati atimuluxru.
Xapatabt. Xa3pul 6iTipAitti3aep me?
XoK, arti 6iTipme,afic. Arabi, cow:Lep:a xaHe 6ip peT
Kati Tarim:613mi!
XaKcbi, Kati Tarla tan.

VOCABULARY:
mama-
lama
CO3

narcrep

xa3-
xatinan
aCbIK-

achumatt

atIT-

Acapatinu

xa3-y+
6iTip-

6iTip-onti3+nep

6iTip -Me Aix

xox
oni

6ip

6ip peT

KAttrana-

KailTana-gbix

to listen

this

word
notebook
to write

slowly, without haste
to hurry

without hurrying, without haste
to say

good, well, okay
writing

to finish

you (all) finished
we did not finish

no; it is not (in existence)

Yet

one
one time

to repeat

(1 pers. optative) I will repeat; let me repeat!

21,
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
Imperative:
For rendering requests Kazakh has several possibilities:

1) Command-like requests are rendered with the simple imperative form, identical

with the stem of the verb, which also corresponds to the English infinitive:

6ep- "to give,"; give!" negated: 6ep -Me! "do not give!"

6ap- "to go ; "go!" negated: 6ap-ma! "do not go!"
This form is to be used in requests directed to a person younger than the speaker.

2) For polite requests the suffix -1111$13/41,i3 (after consonants) and -gbi3/-Ki3 (after

vowels) is added to the verb stem:

xeurip-inia(nep)

xer-ini3(nep)
"please forgive me (all of you)"

"please leave (all of you)"

"please do not leave"

Particle wt lati:
Added to the above imperative forms, the particle Illa 111i denotes a plea or a request:

xen-iniani! "please do come!"

attune-irboung! "please (I beg you) do repeat!"

Negation of the Verb Stem:
The verb stem is negated in Kazakh with:

-ma-/-me- (after vowels and -n, -p, -y)
-6a-/-6e- (after -M, -H, -H. -3, -x)

-na-/-ne- (after voiceless consonants)

Examples:
keT-ne- "not to leave," "do not leave!"
Xa3-6a- "not to write," do not write!"
6on -Ma- "not to be," do not be!"
Kep -Me- "not to see," do not see!"

ill
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask to explain a phrase or word
SITUATION: Classroom
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh teacher (female)

PCV: Anal, TyciH6eHim.
T: Heui rycin6eHiHi3?
PCV: "Ton xyrri1 6oncbm!" "wren cetinemBiHmarbmacbi He?
T: Fyn cetinem xaKebi Tine Kri 6inHipeHi. Fyn eetiriewki

Hocbaboani Tottbniaa atircaubn &mai.
PCV: Pa KmeT, anal, eHui Tycirmim.

VOCABULARY:
(with accusative) to understand something orsomeone

He what

wedding; feast; celebration
Kyr luck; happiness; good fortune

Kyr (<x,yT+Tbt) lucky, fortunate, happy
6on- to be

6on-ciat (3. pers. optative) may he, she, it be!
connem phrase, sentence
manilla meaning

colinem+Hitt marbina-i-cbt the meaning of the phrase (lit.: of the phrase its meaning)
6yn this
-rim( wish
6in- to know

61n-Rip- to let know, to express, to inform
6irmipexti it expresses

Aoc friend
Roc-FM.1bn+ at the wedding of your friend
Aux Totl+bui+Ha

aitrcatan 6onapm you may say (lit.: if you say it, it will be alright)

23
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

The Accusative Case:

Form: (after vowels)

+Ahil-f-xci (after n, p, M, H, H, 3, )11, y)

(after x, K T, n, C1), C, 111 tt, x, r, F)

After the 3 person possessive suffix +1,1/+i; 4-cal/-1-ci the accusative suffix is Ail:

CO3+i-I-H Tyciii6extim "I did not understand his word"

Function: The accusative case denotes the direct object. Kazakh differentiates between a
definite and an indefinite direct object. A direct object is definite if:

1) represented by a proper name or a pronoun;

2) preceded by a demonstrative pronoun (see p. 28);

3) if possessive suffixes have been added to it.

Examples:
Axme-rri (mu) xepriim "I saw Alunet (him)"

Mbnia cextepoi xaabuyaa,aap "please write down these words"

Rairrepimgki 6eprtim "I gave my notebook"

Held "What did you not understand?"

If a direct object is not defined in the above way, it is considered indefinite and the
accusative suffix is dropped:

Examples:

garrizp 6epitim "I gave a notebook (any kind)"

Han aikabrK "We bought bread (any kind)"

He sepaild3? "What did you see," but:

Hem Kepaitti3? "What (in particular) did you see?"

24
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3. COMPETENCY: To respond to warm-up questions
SITUATION: Classroom
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh teacher

T: >KoH, Kerne aya pa#M xaKal 6artabi ma?
PCV: >Kox, xeme xaH6up xayata.
T: Keene He icreAhli3?
PCV: KiTan oxbuHam, ytt Ta3ariagium, xeRia 6a3apra 6apaiam.

VOCABULARY:
Kerne yesterday

aya weather, air
pan mood; spirit; atmosphere

aya patim weather (lit.: mood of the weather)
xati6up rain

stay- to rain; to snow

xatioup xayabt it rained (lit.: the rain rained)

icre- to do, to work
xiran book
OK.b1- to read, to study
yll home, house, flat, apartment
Ta3a clean, fresh

Ta3a+na- to clean

=nix then, afterwards
6a3ap market, bazaar

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Simple Past Tense:

Form: -A (>-T after voiceless consonants) + possessive suffixes (see p. 16), except 1st
person plural which has an irregular form +bud +ix:

25
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Examples:

bap-(ma)-A+bam

Kin-(me)-Th+ht

aitr-(na)-n+bu(x1P)
xa3-(6a)-A+bz

Tbilwa-(ma)-A+ bnibm(iiaP)

"I went (I did not go)," [lit.: (not)
having gone-my]

"you came (did not come)"

"you (all) said (did not say)"
"he, she, (it), they wrote (did not write)"
"we finished (did not finish)"

"you (all) listened (did not listen)"

Function: The simple past tense denotes actions which took place recently and have been

eyewimessed by the speaker

arip-(me)-A+i "(I saw) they finished (did not finish)"

The simple past tense also renders future actions which the speaker is certain will take place

and therefore perceives them as having already taken place:

KeT-T-FilE "we will definitely go, let's go!"

The simple past tense of "to be" (emir, etc.) is also used for emphasizing present actions

(see p. 44).

34
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4. COMPETENCY: To state reasons for being late or absent
SITUATION: Classroom
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh teacher (male)

PCV: Conemerci3 6,e, KeEaipiai3, Kern Kangfam.

T: CanemeTci3 6e, He &alma
PCV: Awro6yc 6onmagbi. Xasly xenHim.
T: KipiHi3, cerupbutin.

VOCABULARY:
Kern late

Kan- to remain

kern kan.abim I am late

awro6yc bus
xaay by foot

kip- to enter

Ke.11- to come

0111p- to sit down

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
Interrogative Pronouns:
Nom: KIM who? He

Gen: KiMi-Hili whose? He+Hirt

Dat xim+re to whom? He+re

Acc: xim+rti whom? He-f-Hi

Loc: xim+kte at whom? He+rte

Abl: kim+HeH from whom? He+Thert

Ins.: xim+meH with whom? He +MeH

Topic 2

what?

of what?

why? (lit.:to what?)

what?

at what?

from what?
with what?

Other interrogative pronouns, formed from the root *ka, are:

Katt which?

Katin,a where? where to?

kattaH from where?

x.attaatt (Kanatt) how? what kind of? (attribute)

karma (+Hia/+ure equative suffix "like, as") how much?

KauraH when?

27
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Also note: Herne (Gle+ute) how many?
Examples:

Ki/ACi3 "who are you?"
KA:Ameba "from where are you?"
xattacms "where are you?"

xamtailcbraixanallan "how are you?"

Demonstrative Pronouns:

As in English a demonstrativepronoun is a word which points out a particularperson,
place or thing. It can functionas the subject of a sentence or as an attributive. Whenused
as a subject, it is followed by a pause indicated below with--. The following
demonstrative pronouns exist:

6yn "this" on/con "that"
6ynap "these onap/conap "those"
mhata(y) "this" atta(y) "that"
mullanap "these" axanap "those"

Examples:

6yn xirran, amay lien-rep "this is a book, that isa notebook"
munay *pa "this is my home/house"
6yn nocbua "this is my friend"
on MyraniMiM "that (or there) is my teacher"
way xici myranimim "that person/gentleman is my teacher"

PROVERB:

binitvuti 6ecirren "Search for knowledge
Techace Ae #is ia.,aeu. from the cradle to the grave."

28
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TOPIC 3:

CONVERSATION WITH HOST COUNTERPARTOR FAMILY

CULTURE NOTE: The Kazakh Family

COMPETENCIES:

1. To ask or answer personal information questions

2. To describe own family

3. To ask about host/counterpart family

4. To express gratitude
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The Kazakh Family

In the traditional Kazakh family, the fatherwas the head, surrounded by his many children,
married sons and their children, all living togetheras a family unit in nearby yurts. During
the years of Soviet rule, the Kazakh family sufferedmany changes. Instead of occupying
stately yurts, the Kazakhs have had tomove into crowded houses of poor quality. The lack
of housing, especially in cities andtowns, has limited the size of the family. Young people
from the countryside move into the cities for educationopportunities and better living
conditions, leaving behind their parents and grandparents, breakingfamily ties.

Kazakh newspapers have noted the large number of unmarriedKazakh women who
comprise the majority of the over 100,000young Kazakhs living in factory dormitories and
hostels in Alma-Ata. Most of thesewomen came from their villages (aul) to Alma-Ma at
the age of seventeen intending to enter universities andinstitutes, but failed the entrance
examinations. Instead of returning to their villages, where lifeis extremely harsh, they
choose to remain in Alma-Ata and work in factories whichprovide a room or bed. The
rules in these dormitories are very strict. The girlsare not allowed to receive male guests,
and if they marry, they must leave the dormitory andare dismissed from work. The young
men they intend to marry are often in the same situation, living in factory-owned
dormitories where the same restrictions are enforced. Facing thedilemma of losing a place
to live as well as a job, most young people decide to remain single.

Housing for young couples is not available in Alma-Ma. As inother towns and cities, the
housing shortage is so severe thateven couples who have been married for trany years
have only a single room to call home. This housing situationhas limited the site of the
Kazakh urban family, which now usually consists of theparents and two children. There
is seldom room for grandparents. Since bothparents work, they had, until recently, no
choice but to leave their children in kindergartens wherethe only language of
communication was Russian.

In the countryside a family still includes threeor sometimes four generations, and the
number of children is between five and ten. These rural childrenhave been growing up in
a Kazakh environment, while a whole generation of young urban Kazakhs havebeen raised
without knowing much of their mother tonguealthoughthis is now changing. The
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number of Kazakh schools and kindergartens in Alma-Ata and other urban centers is
increasing, and the emphasis is on the revival of Kazakh traditions.

These traditions include the celebration of holidays. When a child is born a feast called
shildexana is held. Forty days after the birth the family invites female guests for the besik
salar , marking the day the child is first put in its cradle. On the first day cf school the til
ashar is celebrated. Together with all other Central Asians, the Kazakhs are again
celebrating their traditional New Year (Nauriz) on March 21,.after being banned for over
seventy years. All Kazakh celebrations feature a domigra player to play and sing Kazakh
songs. An aqin (oral poet) might also be present to improvise songs dedicated to the
person honored at the feast.

t.t
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1. COMPETENCY: To ask or answer personal information questions
SITUATION: Conversation with host counterpart or family
ROLES: PCV (male) and elderly Kazakh (male or female)

HFM: Kaparbim, Ka3aKciall1a )cainna 60ambatbin?
PCV: KenreHime 6ip man 6artabx.
HFM: Heme xacracbm?
PCV: Xraipma eidaemia.
HFM: Yrinenremi3 6e?
PCV: Xox, aid ytineEreH zoKubm, 6ottaaKtabm.

VOCABULARY:
Ka pax pupil of the eye

xapar+13IM my darling (lit.: pupil of my eye)

Kama 6onabatin how long (lit.: how much) have you been
Ken-rea+im+e (dat. case) toward my having come, i.e.since I came
;time age; young
Heuxe Nac+ra+cbm how old are you? (lit.: at how many years of age are you?)
magma twenty
exi two

zathipma exi twenty-two
yttrieH- to be married (said in reference to a man)
ani yet, still
6oltuaK. bachelor, unmarried (man)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Distant Past Tense:
The phrase yitneHrellci3 6e? "Are you married?" is rendered in a past tense called "Distant
Past Tense" (Bypbutru &melt Max), corresponding to the English present perfect tense "I
have learned," etc.

40
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Form:

Topic 3

-ran+/-reH+ (after vowels and voiced consonants) plus personal endings (see p. 13)

-ican+/-KeH+ (after voiceless consonants)

Examples:
bap-raHmbm "I have gone"

icie-rellci3 "you have worked"

on KeT-KeH "he has left"

Negation. ihree forms exist:
1) flap-ma-ramtbal "I have not gone"

2) bap -ran emecci3 "you have not gone"

3) "I have never gone"

Function: The tense in -raHmbui, etc. renders an action which took place some time ago.
The empl..- is not so much on the action itself but on its results which continue into the
present. The speaker may or may not have eyewitnessed the action itself. He/she should,
however, .L.,e certain about its results either as an eyewitness or through obvious evidence.

Note: -raH+/-reH+ is a verbal noun which can also be used as a substantive and attributive,
e.g., xen-reH+im+He "at my coming," i.e., when I came; mer =elf xea-reH xmaxruga "I
am a guest who has come from a foreign country." Both usages of
-raH+/-reH+ correspond to English dependent clauses, see p. 9.
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2. COMPETENCY: To describe own family
SITUATION: Conversation with host counterpart or family
ROLES: PCV and host counterpart

HCP: Typarua &run 6epiltimi!
PCV: axe -meinem 6ap. Bip araM, 6ipK.apuicaactim 6ap. Aram

myranim. Kapaumum Aapirep.
HCP axe-m=10 icretimi me?
PCV: XoK, onap 3etiliencep.

VOCABULARY:
fin inside

inside of a house; family
TYPanu about (postposition; see below)
attr-bm- converbial form of aitr- "to say"

Amin 6epiubuti please do tell me
are father
wane mother

axe-metne parents
Kaphatnac younger sister (of a man)
napi medicine
Thapirep physician, doctor
aelineixep retiree

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Postpositions:
In the phrase yll-imiui3 Typ arm "about your family"T ypantz is a postposition
corresponding to the English preposition "about," but set after thenoun which stands in the
nominative case. Other postpositions governing the nominativecase are:

1) yuriu "for": ci3 ytnin "for you"; oir,y }Ruin mutim "Icame to study"
(lit.: for studying)

2) &Wm= "according to": aitryu 6otsaanna "accordingto his saying"
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Note: The instrumentalis (see p. 7) is actually formed by thepostposition 6en/meninen
"with," also governing the nominative case:

airro6ycnen "with the bus, by bus"
Kacbtx;nett "with a spoon"
ce36ex "with words"

Postpositions with the Dative case:

1) neairt "until, so, up to": Tanmenre Rettin "upto Tashkent" (see p. 70)
2) ikapail "towards, in the direction":on merrenxe Kapail 6apnrA

"he went towards the school"

Postpositions with the Ablative case:

1) Keiiia, con "after":

2) 6epi "since":

6ip anranan kettiu "after one week"

6ip xburgart colt "after one year"

xypren+tiett coil (p. 78) "after having walked;
after walking"

xa3Itax 6epi "since summer"
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3. COMPETENCY: To ask about host/counterpart family
SITUATION: Conversation with host counterpart
ROLES: PCV and host counterpart (male)

PCV: Arati, 6arianapbmbi3 6ap ma?
HFM: Exi Kj13131M, 6ip ynum 6ap.
PCV: YJlbtFjbi3 Katirta Typal?
HFM: YJMIM An:man:am Typaabz. OH-- KypLumzenua. 03iHi3

KiM 6onun icTetici3?
PCV: MeH icKep artammbm (6Har3ecmeHmia).

VOCABULARY:
6ana child

Kb13 daughter, girl

son

TYP- to live

yphurbic ( <Kyp -bin- to be built) building

Kypbutuc+urbi builder
E3ini3 yourself
KiM 6onhin as what (lit.: as whom)
is work
ic+Kep businesslike; efficient; active

aRam man; person

icxep agam businessman
6H3necmen (<Engl.) businessman

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Typanm "he lives" and iCTetki3 "you work" are verb formations of the Present-Definite
Future Tense.

Form:

-a/-e (after vowels -it) plus personal endings:

1st and 2nd person as given on p. 13,
3rd person -Abi/-Ai
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Examples:

Negation:

Question:

Topic 3

6apammi "I (will) go"
Keneciii(AeP) "you (all) come, will come" (familiar form)
arbipachrgilap) "you (all) sit down, will sit down" (polite form)
icreggi "he, she, it (they) work, will work"
OKJEAMEI3 "we will work"

6apmatimbm

6onmatima

"I do not go, will not go"

"it will not be"

icTetiai me? "does he work?"

Thawat fcbumap ma? "do you (all) listen?"

bola ma>6onama ma? "will it be?"

Function: The Present-Definite Future Tense denotes an action which either takes place in
the present or will definitely take place in the future, i.e., the speaker is certain that the
action will take place.
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4. COMPETENCY: To express gratitude
SITUATION: Conversation with Kazakh host family
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh host

HFNE AcTaH Tana aim non.
PCV: PaXMeT, Kelt anmam.
HFM: Engel= mum wivthinitaa a11111(113.
PCV: Ogaa xapatfau, imetiiK. 0, KJIM1313 eTe'rah/lama men.
11FM: Xoue Gip xece unit i3.
PCV: PaXMeT, xeTexti. LtacTapxammusFa ynxeripaxmeT.

VOCABULARY:
ac food
Tam again; more
an- to take
Ken much
enneuse if so; then
KIDA113 fermented mare's milk
onna there; then; now then
zapailnu that's fine; okay

to drink; to eat
0 interjection

Tama= wonderful, splendid
men indeed (particle)
xece bowl

to suffice; to reach, attain
)1,acrarmax tablecloth on which food is placed; food offered to guests;

hospitality
ynxen great, big, large, huge
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Optative-Voluntative:
The above suffix -ail( in im-etlik "let us drink, we shall drink" belongs to an optative-
voluntative mood of which only the 1st person singular/plural exists. For the missing 2nd
person the imperative form -but(N3)/-ii t(i3) is usually given and the 3rd person is expressed

through a suffix which must have belonged to a no longer existing optative form:

Form:

Sg. 1.

Pl. 1

Sg./Pl. 2
Sg./Pl. 3

Examples:
xen-elfin

6ap-chni

6ep-ettiK

Negative: KeT-ne-tlix

6ap-ma-chnt

Interrogative: im-eifix ne?

Kip-eilin 6e?

-atibm/-ellix (after consonants)

-tibm/-tlix (after vowels)

-alluk/-etfix (after consonants)

-itbnc./-Ilix (after vowels)

(see imperative form, p. 22)

-ciat/ -cim

"I will (want to) come"

"I will (want to) work"

"he, she, it may come"

"let us bring, we shall bring"

"I will not go, do not want to go"
"he, she, it may not/should not go"

"should we drink?"

"may I come in?"

Note: The optative-voluntative forms listed above can take the emphatic particle umi/uti
(see p. 22).

Examples:

Albicatimex cellnecettin

Km: way corathm
"I want to speak with Ayjan" (see p. 43)

"I will call (you on the phone)" (see p. 43)
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Function: The optative-voluntative expresses a wish or a proposal to perform an action.
When this wish is rendered in the 1st person the form is close in meaning to the present-
future tense (see p. 36). When directed to a third person, the wish is rendered as a
persuasion, often bordering on an order.

PROVERB:

Ken CO3 Kymic
A3 CO3 --

"Many words are silver,
Few words are gold."
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TOPIC 4:

COMMUNICATION

CULTURE NOTE: Communication in Kazakhstan: The Telephone

COMPETENCIES:

1. To make a phone call to a Kazakh family

2. To ask operator for assistance

3. To leave a message for someone
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Communication in Kazakhstan: The Telephone

In Kazakhstan, as in the other former Soviet republics, few people havea telephone in their
homes. Many have waited for years to have a telephone installed,even those who are
privileged (e.g., war veterans, invalids, and retirees). The telephonelines throughout
Kazakhstan are outdated and in disrepair, andas a result, local connections are of very poor
quality. Many urban dwellers share party lines with neighbors.The situation is not likely
to improve in the near future, though telephone companies from countries suchas Turkey,
Singapore and South Korea have expressedan interest in installing an efficient telephone
network in Kazakhstan.

Public telephone booths on the streetare often broken, for they are a favorite target of
vandals. One cannot make long-distance calls from public telephonebooths on the street.
People in villages (aul) must go to the "trunk-calling" officessometimesdozens of
kilometers awayin order to make telephone callsto neighboring villages.

In towns, long-distance calls can be made on a home telephone by dialing8 + area code +
the party's number. All international long-distance callsare operator-assisted. dialing 07
to reach the international operator, the caller requests an international line, giving numberto
be called. The oporator then calls back when the connection has beenmade, which may be
several hours later or not at all. Long-distance callsare expensive, and the prices are rising
steadily.
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1. COMPETENCY: To make a phone call to a Kazakh family
SITUATION: Calling a family
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh

PCV: Orley, canamaTem 6a (casiemeTei3 6e)!
K: CanamaTcu3 6a (canemerci3 6e)!
PCV: Kemipiui3, met' Amepffica,gaambai. Am Bin.
K: XaKcu, Fin. Kolli icermix,i3!
PCV: Myixin 6onca Mixallmea cetiaecetiiH Aen eaim.
K: Fin, Kapanam, Atbicax Ka3ip yttEte xoK exki.
PCV: 6arica Kahl ;Katie Kogupay C0Fatibill
K: Xapatiabz, atiTatibm.

VOCABULARY:
alley hello
KOLII well, good

K0111 xenniH,i3 welcome (lit.: you came well)
mymxiH 6onca if it is possible
Atbratt personal name (female)
cottne-c- to talk, speak with each other

to say
cottnecant nen enim I want(ed) (would like) to talk with... (lit.: I had .aid:

"I will talk with ..."), see p. 46
Ka3ip now
mutt 6onca if it is so
xetfui then, later; after (postposition)
xotimpay telephone; bell
cox- to ring (telephone)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The above formation nen enim "I had said" renders a past perfecttense, formed by the
converbial form of the verb -bm/-in to which the past tense of "to be" has been added.

Past Tense of "To Be":
The past tense of "to be" ("I was, you were") is formed from the defectstem e- "to be," to
which only a few deverbal verb suffixes can be added.
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Form:

Sg. 1 enim

P1. 1 enix

Sg. 2 emhi/eui i3

P1.2 enigRepieniniartep

Sg./Pl. 3 eui

Negative: The negative suffix -ma-/-me- cannot be added to the defect stem e-. The
negative has the following form: emec enim, etc.

Function: The past tense of "to be" is used:
1) to emphasize present actions: Atixau ica3ip ynne xox, eni (see above)

"Ayjan is (lit.: was) not at home now"

Amepmanbni, Bin enim (p. 47) "I am (lit.: was) Bill from America"

2) to form compound tenses, such as the past perfect tenses:

enim (see above)
-ran/-ren enim (sec p. 47)
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2. COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
0:
PCV:
0:
PCV:
0:
PCV:

0:
PCV:

0:
PCV:

Topic 4

To ask operator for assistance
PCV calls the international operator
PCV and international operator

Orley, canamaTcbm 6a!
CanamaTcbm 6a! Ci3Ai Thuman Typubm.
Byn xanuKapaabm TeneckoH 6a?
WA, conal.
eTiHi111, melt AmepificameH cetineceffin xten eAim.
XaKcEa, HeMipi Kanati?
206-543-2864. (2-eKi, 0-Hen, 6-arum; 5-6ec, 4-TepT, 3-ym;
2-eKi, 8-ceri3, 6-anTbi, 4-TepT)
AnmaTbutaria 'remit Ion HeMipi Kangi?
65-46-27 = an is 6ec, Ipb/K, ulna, xampma Ti.

(6-anTbi, 5-6ec, 4 -TepT, 6-allTbl, 2-eld, 7-XeTi)
KyriHi3.
PaxmeT.

VOCABULARY:
lulu:tan Typmbm

xanbuc,

xaribnc, apanbfic,

TenectioH

Ha/Ha

conait

eTiHiul

Hemip

Tene4oH HeMip+i

Kyr-

I am listening

people

international (lit.: between people)

telephone

yes

that is so, that's right
request; please

number

telephone number

to wait
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Direct Quotations:
In the above construction Men Amepixamea colinecdiu nen extim the underlined part of
the sentence is a direct quotation which in Kazakh has to be followed by a form of the verb

He- "to say," here used in the past perfect tense. The most frequently used form of ne- after

a direct quotation is ne-n (converbial form) followed by a finite verb (tense form).

Function: Direct quotations are frequently used in Kazakh when relating someone's words
or even the speaker's own words, expressing his/her intentions.

If the verb in the direct quotation is given in the optative-voluntative form (sg./pl. 1st and
3rd person), the direct quotation corresponds to an English dependent clause of purpose:

Hall anatimu nen 6a3apra 6apnum

"I went to the market to buy bread" (lit.: I went to the market saying: "I will buy

bread.")

If followed by nen extim, the direct quotation renders English sentences with "I

want(ed) to ..."
AMauMeu (Amp:Kamen) coltnecettin nen enim

"I want(ed) to talk with Ayjan (with America)" (lit.: I had said [to myself]: "I will

talk with ...").

Suffix Combination +na+ru/+ne+ri:
The suffix +rht/+ri denotes "belonging." If added to the locative case, it forms nouns or
adjectives with the meaning of "belonging to a locality; located in":

Anp.carig+na+rm reneckoft Homepi "the telephone number in (lit.: which belongs
to) Alma-Ma"

yk+ne+ri+nep "those (belonging) at home, i.e. the family"
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3. COMPETENCY: To leave a message for someone
SITUATION: Telephone conversation
ROLES: PCV and an elderly Kazakh woman (working

in an office)

PCV: aiii-,y, CamamaTeu3 6a!
K: CanamaTchm 6a! (or: AMaliCh13 6a?)
PCV: Kernipini3, men Amepvaarrbnc Bin emits.
K: 14a, Bin Kapariam, Tullman Typmbin.
PCV: Audi, TanraT aFatimen cetineeetiin men emits.
K: TaaraT Tarwapra xeTKen emi. EpTeg Kenemi.
PCV: Anatt, &finial, TarwaT aratira atillia1311111, 6dicen6i Kyni

Acytnanbic 6onamat.
K: )Kapaambi, Kapanam, atrablII IC,OSIMbill.

VOCABULARY:
TanraT personal name (male)

Tanrap a town near Alma-Ata

6eilcen6i Thursday

XillialibIC meeting

twit- to put down
atlmm KOSIMLIII I will definitely (without delay) tell him

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Past Perfect Tense:
The form Keixen eni (see above) renders a past perfect tense: "he had left (some time
ago)."

Form:

-rani-ren
-i,an/-Ken plus enim, etc. (see p. 44)

Examples:

at1T-Kan eniai3 "you had said"

Typ-ran enjic "we had lived"
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Note: For the rules of the initial consonant changes of the suffix -ran/-ren see p. 33.

Function: The Past Perfect Tense expresses an action or state in the distant past. Unlike
the Distant Past Tense in -ranmbm (see p. 32), the Past Perfect Tense stresses the
completion of an action which the speaker has either eyewitnessed or knows with certainty

that it had actually happened. The Past Perfect often refers to an action which took place
before another past action.

Verb Compounds: Converbs Plus Descriptive Verbs
Instead of adverbs of manner, Kazakh uses verb compounds in describing how an action
proceeds. The first component of the Verb Compound stands in the converbial form of
either -(u)n/(i)n or -al-e, followed by the second component, a verb denoting movements
of the human body: Typ- "to rret up," xott- "to put down," 6ep- "to give," an- "to take,"
Icel.- "to leave," xyp- "to go, to move," 6ap- "to go," etc. These verbs describe (therefore:

Descriptive Verbs) the way the action expressed in the converbial form is or has been
performed, i.e., continuously, quickly, decisively, etc.

Extonples:

muula-n Typmbut* "I am listening"

altr-but Komi "I will definitely tell"

*Note: The descriptive verbs oTbtp- "to sit," xaT- "to lie down," Typ- "to stand, to get
up," and xyp- "to go, to move on," form with a preceeding converbial form in -(bOn/-(i)n
and -a/-e the Present Continuous Tense (see p. 106).

PROVERB:

Xe Ti xyprrbni Tinin 6in, "Learn the languages of seven people,
XeTi Typm 6inim 6in! Know seven different skills!"
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TOPIC 5:

FOOD

CULTURE NOTE: Kazakh dishes

COMPETENCIES:

1. To order food at a restaurant

2. To ask for identity of food items, typical host country foods

3. To express food preferences (likes/dislikes)
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Kazakh Dishes

Meat is the basis for the majority of Kazakh dishes, and it is obligatory to serve meat dishes

to guests. The abundance of meat on the table is a sign of a host's generosity. The way
Kazakhs prepare meat reflects their heritage. For a nomadic people, the easiest and most
economical method of cooking meat is to boil it in huge kettles over open pit fires, and even

today preference is always given to boiling meat. Great importance is also placed on the
long-term preservation of meat. When livestock is slaughtered a portion of the meat is
salted, dried and sometimes smoked. From horse meat, for example, come such delicacies

as gad, shujuk, jaya, jal and qarta

Among drinks qfmrz and shubat are always popular. Qinaz is a lightly sour, astringent
drink of fermented mare's milk with a high Vitamin C content. The Kazakh nomads waited

impatiently for the warm spring days when the mares begin to produce milk. The milk was
poured into special leather bags (torsiq), which are essential to the fermentation process.
Today qimiz s produced industrially, but the Kazakhs prefer the qimiz made in the
traditional way. The Kazakhs claim that qi*miz is a drink not only for merry making, but
also to increase longevity. Information about the healing properties of qrmiz and and the

ways of preparing it are handed down from generation to generation.

Shubat is fermented camel's milk with a preparation process much like that for qiMIzz. It
is of snow-white color, thicker and fattier than qinaz. Both drinks are said to cure
tuberculosis. In addition, shubat is known for its capacity to clear up gastric and intestinal

problems.

Always prepared for special guests, the most famous Kazakh dish is besbarmaq (lit.: "five
fingers"). This dish is made by boiling mutton, horse meat or beef in a broth which is later
served in large bowls. The meat itself is thinly sliced and accompanied by square noodles
and rings of onions. For formal affairs and celebrations besbarmaq is served together with
the boiled head of a sheep or lamb, which is ritually placed in front of the honored or oldest

guest (see p. 89).
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1. COMPETENCY: To order food at a restaurant
SITUATION: Restaurant
ROLES: PCVs and Kazakh waiter

W: Korn xermiai3,4ep! Kan Aati Taram Kanaticbi3Hap?
PCV(1): Kaimati Tamarbuol3 6ap?
W: ByriH 6ec6apMax, mafrri, Kam', xapTa 6ap.
PCV(2): Imyre xamlati cycbmbmbn 6ap?
W: KblYibI3, my6aT, matt 6ap.
PCV(1): OFma 6i3re Ka 3b1, KapTa, exi 6ec6apma1 xaHe xlambia 6epeeHi3.

Xapatial.

VOCABULARY:
TaraM food; dish; meal

Kana- to like

TamaK, food; dish; meal

6ec6apmaK, national Kazakh dish (see p. 50)

manii dumplings

Kaabi sausage made of horsemeat

icagra horsemeat dish

cycbm drink; beverage

uni6ar fermented camel's milk

wan tea

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Conditional Form: Polite Requests
In Topic 1 (p. 17) the following phrase was introduced: EpTeR maran KemeK 6epceni3 bona

ma (onanbt ma)? "Will you kindly help me tomorrow?" (lit.: if you help me tomorrow,
will it be all right?). Kazakh uses the conditional form with or without a following
conclusion to render polite requests:

KAIMb13 6epceni3 "please give us cfinuz" (lit.: if you give (us) qinfiz)
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Form:

-ca/-ce plus possessive suffixes (see p. 16), except 1st person plural which
has the form +x.

Examples:
Sg. 1 attr-ca+m "if I say"
Sg. 2 xart-ca+R(bi3) "if you stay"

Sg./Pl. 3 6ap-ca "if he, she, it (they) go"
PL 1 za3-ca+x "if we write"

Negative: attr-na-cam "if I do not say"

6ep-me-cex "if we do not give"

Note When rendering polite requests, the particle utbaui (see p. 22) can be added to the
conditional form:

cypacammu "please allow me to ask" (lit.: if I ask)

G
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2. COMPETENCY:

PCV:

SL:

PCV:

SL:

PCV:

SL:

PCV:

SITUATION:

ROLES:

Topic 5

To ask for identity of food items, typical host
country foods
Food store
PCV and sales lady (younger than PCV)

Kemipiui3, xagromiac, 6yrf He HiH erri?
Mu Hay -- xottabm eTi, allay -- mamba( eTi, an balmy
;map:mot eTi.
Bec6apMaxKa xa# err gypbic 6ormabi?
Xurix:brumg erria anumaa.
Bec6apMaxxa )(cage He )(epee?
YH, xymbipTica, IIMST3 xepex 6o.rragEa.
PaxmeT, Kapbmitacum.

VOCABULARY:
He+liiii

eT

Ko II

man

man(Abui) eTi

Xiai Ilic,b1

Thypbic

Pi
xymbrpTica

riliA3

genitive of fie "what"

meat

sheep
cattle

beef
horse; horses (collectively)

true; right; correct

flour
egg
onion

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Expressing Definite and Indefinite Ownership: The Genitive Case
In the above dialogue the expressions Koitabili eTi, marighni eTi, zbunc,bumni eTiare
rendered in a construction denoting definite ownership. In Kazakh definite ownership is
expressed by adding to the possessor noun the genitive case and to the "owned"noun the
3rd person possessive suffix (see p. 16).
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Form:
+ubm/+nin (after vowels and after M, H,

4-,abali+Itili (after 39 9c, p, n, it and Y)

(after voiceless consonants)

Examples: Definite Ownership
icapbmnac+mni rira6+bi "the book of the younger sister"
oice+bonin ytf+i "the house of my father"
6yn ne+nin eT+i "the meat of this one"

onun 6ip ICHHO+Ci (p. 84) "one kilo of that"

If the owner is definite, as in the examples given above, the genitive case suffix has to be
used. The owner noun is definite if:

1) preceded by a demonstrative pronoun;

2) represented by a pronoun or personal name;

3) a possessive suffix has been added to it; or
4) it has been singled out in any other way, e.g., pointing to it, as in the above

dialogue:
Mbutay -- KA-I-nun e-r+i. "This (one) -- is sheep's meat (mutton)."

Examples: Indefinite Ownership

Teneckon nebtip+i (p. 45) "telephone number"
Beg6irniniK To6+bi (p. 100) "Peace Corps"
6a3ap 31COHOIVIHKa+CIA (p. 103) "market economy"
"Amu Aarac+bl" (p. 112) "Voice of Asia"
6egcen6i Kyti+i (p. 47) "Thursday"

If the owner is indefinite or no specific ownership is involved, but merely a relationship
between two nouns is expressed, the genitive cave suffix is dropped, however, the 3rd
person possessive suffix of the "owned" noun has to be kept.

Note: In a few cases the 3rd person possessive suffix of the possessed (owned) noun
has also been dropped:

=Hai, yg hotel (lit.: guest house)
icon wad (p. 65) ticket (lit.: road payment)
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3. COMPETENCY: To express food preferences (likes/dislikes)
SITUATION: In a Kazakh home
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh host counterpart

PCV: ARTEEVI3U1b1, aTterre x,a3awrap Karma TamaKTu yHaTaiku?

H: Ka3aKrap axterre erri Tama Krapabt yHaTagbi.
PCV: Onap mounca eTiH He xcettai me?
H: 0, )1COK, XOK, 6i3 euucamaH mon= eTiH xemetimia!
PCV: Ci3Thep 'mice Hicxe Karla x,apaticbmtap?
H: Ei3 caphtmcaK, not op, ca6i3, 1111513a1 yHaTamiza.

VOCABULARY:
oReT habit; custom

ageT+Te customary; usually

pa- to please

ynaT- to like (lit.: to make please)

ev--ri with meat

mounca pig
,na/ne; mire also (emphatic particle)

xe- to eat

cut nothing, no
euncatuan never

KOK011iC vegetable

K.apa to look at, to regard (with the dative case)

capumcax garlic

nommop tomato

CA3 carrot

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Expressions for "to like," "to dislike," ect.:
1) The above dialogue introduces the verb pin- "to like." Note that the direct object of
ynaT- or ynaTna- "to dislike" is considered definite and takes the accusative case suffix.
The same rule applies to similar expressions given below:
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Examples:
iron c i. ).tan eTi mom quiz eTin para1 au3 "we like mutton, beef and

horse meat"

Note: In a numeration only the last noun takes the plural, possessive or case suffix.

2) xaxcu Lop- "to like, to love"

;ices. xop- "to dislike, to hate"

Examples:

MAU XCW xopemin
Ka3axrap mourka eTin xex xopeni

3) Karla- "to choose, to prefer, to like"

"I like (love) to read"

"the Kazakhs dislike (bate) pork"

Examples:

Katmai! Taram(gbi) x,anailcuxtap (p. 51) "what kind of food to you like (prefer)?"

LIAM613a1 KAnatichn 6a? "do you like (prefer) qint:z?"

Suffix +abikai "provided with":
Form:

+nb1/4-ni (after vowels and p, Rand y)
(after 3, X, 11, M, H and 10

(after voiceless consonants)

Function: The suffix +11b1/4-11i forms adjectives with the meaning "provided with the
quality or object expressed in the preceding noun," as, e.g., in eT4-Ti Tamaxrap (see above)

"dishes with meat."

cypeT+(<cypeT "picture")Ti xi-ran (p. 92) "book without pictures"
xanip+(cKanip "respecnni x,onax-rap (p. 94) "respected guests"

Note: The suffix which renders the opposite meaning is +0)13/+ci3 "without":

rkaltmaxcu3 molt (p. 94) "tea without cream"

PROVERB:
Koliatcrbi co36eH Totirbna anmaticbm. "You cannot feed a guest with words."
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TOPIC 6:

MONEY

CULTURE NOTE: Current Economic Situation in Kazakhstan

COMPETENCIES:

1. To ask information on local currency

2. To inquire about living expenses
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Current Economic Situation in Kazakhstan

In September 1991 the parliament of Kazakhstan issued a law on the privatization of state
property, which aims to return to the people at least part of the wealth produced by them.
The law is being implemented step by step. First, small enterprises of trade, communal
services, transport, construction and agriculture are being transferred to private ownership.
After sufficient experience in the mechanics of the market economy has been gained,
Kazakhstan will then privatize its larger industrial and trade complexes.

The transfer of state property into the hands of the people is being carried out through a
system of coupons. Based on their work record and other factors, individual citizens
receive an amount of coupons which can be used to purchase state-owned small businesses

at auctions. Larger state enterprises will be privatized through leasing and the
establishment of joint stock companies.

Of great significance is the transfer of ownership in housing. For every citizen of the
Republic a certain number of housing coupons are being deposited into special bank
accounts. An assigned number of coupons will be sufficient to transfer ownership of
apartments to their present tenants. Home ownership will be a major test for the
implementation of a market economy in Kazakhstan.

Not every reform measure has been popular with all citizens in Kazakhstan, but there is no

thought of going back to the old, centralized economy. Most people understand that in the

long run a stable economy can only be achieved through private ownership.

Now every citizen is responsible for his/her own welfare and living standards. The state
encourages competition and the full realization of the rights of individuals. Tax reforms,
including tax inspection services, are being implemented, and monopolistic activities are
being curbed. Unlike other republics of the former Soviet Union, Kazakhstan is not
requesting aid in the form of capital and food from foreign eountries. It considers such
assistance both immoral and ineffective. Rather, Kazakhstan invites constructive and
mutually beneficial economic assistancenot charitable supportfrom other countries,
including the United States.
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1. COMPETENCY: To ask information on local currency
SITUATION: At the Kazakh State Bank in Alma-Ata
ROLES: PCV and bank employee

PCV: Afirbigb131111)1, Ka3ip cia,gep xarmait auaa oi-taariacu3J:kap?

BE: Bi3 a3ipme Gyp COBeT anUaChill Komasambia.
PCV: Ka3axgrallabm 03 aionacbt 6oaa,gbz ma?
BE Erep Kepmi memneKeTrep Peceti, Kbxprbncrau, 036excran

xalle 6acKanap 03 aKatacim murapca 6i3Thia
03 BaTUOTaMbI3 60.11aPJA.

VOCABULARY:
xa3ip now
aioua money

to use (acorn arm, hand)
a3ipuie for now

6ypbutrbi former

03 own; self (with possessive suffixes)

erep if (conjunction)

memnekeT state, country
6acica other

inurap- to turn out; to produce

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Declension of Personal Pronouns:
The dialogue above gives the genitive case 6i3Ritt (<6i3 "we") "our" (lit.: ours), used often

to stress the notion of possession. The following noun usually takes the possessive suffix
+(m)mbi3/+(i)mi3. but it is also acceptable to drop it:

Examples:
6ia,aitt o3 Barnum-1+mm "our own (hard) currency"

but: 6i3.rtiii aybui.rtaii (p. 82) "from our village"

6i311iB Aacirapxamiati(p. 90) "from our table"
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In the same way, the genitive case of the other personal pronouns is used for emphasizing

possession:
'Amin mat "my name"

data; MaMagablrbial3 (p. 103) "your speciality"

In the following, the declension of personal pronouns will be given:

Singular:

Nom.: men "I" cell "you" /cis "you" on "he, she, it"

Gen.: menin celli HiCi3/14( OHM;

Dat.: maran caran/ciare oral.'

Acc.: meld OeHiki3J1i 011131

Loc.: menne cenne/ciagi onna

Abl.: menex cenen/ci3Ren 0HaH

Inst.: meHimen cenimen/ci36en OHb1MeH

Plural:

Nom.: 6i3 "we" ceiircep "you"/ci3 "you all" onap "they"

Gen.: 6i3niii cetwepainiciattepaiii onapabni

Dat.: 6i3re cenzepreici3nepre onapra

Acc.: 6i3ni ceRepnikignepni onapnu

Loc.: 6i3ne ceRnepne/cianepne °nap=
Abl.: 6i en cenRepneniciwiepnen onapnan

Inst.: 6i36en cennepmeuiciaAepmen onapmen
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2. COMPETENCY: To inquire about living expenses
SITUATION: At a Kazakh's apartment
ROLES: PCV and a Kazakh university professor

PCV: Ci3 Kattna icretici3?
KUP: YminepcirreiTe myranim 6ollbrn icretimin.
PCV: Fany eTiuis, atinhwurn13 Karla?
KUP: Lip alma xanawm eKi Albin )K Ti xy3 com (2700 c).
PCV: Ihrepre K,anina Tenetici3?
KUP: llarrep alcUCLI eny (50) com.
PCV: Teneckon men rnam win 6eneK Tenaci3 6e?
KUP: 143, onap win Kochniana aKta TeneRmin.

VOCABULARY:
yintaepcnTeT university

rany eT- to excuse; to forgive; to apologize

ail month

ati+nbtx monthly; monthly wages

xanaKbt salary; wages

MbtH thousand
xy3 hundred
naTep (<Russ.) apartment

tuam electricity; candle; lamp

6onex apart; separately

Kocumma additional

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Conjunctions bee /Men /nee and Roue "and":

Forms of 6e1:
6eH (after x and 3)
men (after vowels and p, 11, il, M, 11, n and ti)

nen (after in, K. K, a, 6, r and a)
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Function: The conjunction 6en/menfrien is only used to combine two nouns, as in the
above phrase:

Tenet Ipon men inam "Telephone and light"

Other examples: Man men Capa "Asan and Sara"

oxe men Gana "mother and child"

Kara3 6eu Kapbantac "paper and pencil"

=flan men Taxga (p. 96) "long coat and scull cap"

In a numeration the third and all following nouns are connected with zone "and":

Onna 6i3re 3u, Kayra, eKi 6ec6apmaK zone Kumbi3 6epceui3 T. 51).

"Please give us then clad, qarta, two besbarmaq and Idufiz."

The conjunction zone also combines verbal nouns and all other words:

Example:

PROVERB:

maw zone Kiran oKy "to write and read books"

I3XereH Ta 6aaa,
Cyparall anaabi.

"Those who search will find,

Those who ask will receive."
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TOPIC 7:

TRANSPORTATION

CULTURE NOTE: Transportation in Kazakhstan

COMPETENCIES:

1. To locate means of transportation

2. To ask for destination and distance of travel

3. To purchase tickets at the railway station

4. To hire a taxi
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Transportation in Kazakhstan

Nearly everyone in Kazakhstan uses public transportation, although there are still many
villages (aul) not connected by bus routes. Even the few who own cars often use buses
because of the lack of fuel or spare parts.

Alma-Ata has no subway service, though one is under construction. The capital has buses,
trolleys, trams and taxis. Eleven-seat minibuses are also occasionally available on the
streets. Ticket prices for all types of public transportation have risen dramatically in the
past year. Because of the high prices not everyone is able to take taxis. Thrifty city
residents buy universal monthly tickets for the buses, trolleys and trams.

Alma-Ata has over 200 bus lines, more than 20 trolley lines and over 10 tram lines. They
serve major sections of the city, as well as the surrounding area. Buses also connect towns
in rural areas, but because of the vast territory of Kazakhstan, most people prefer to use
trains or planes, which have also become fairly expensive. Buses, trolleys and trams are
usually crowded, with little space to stand or breathe. Upon entering the bus, trolley or
tram, passengers must validate their tickets at special punching machines (often out of
order) located on the walls between the windows.

Though expensive, taxi cabs are convenientPt night when other transportation lines are
shut down, which nowadays may be as early as 10:00 pm. When ordering a taxi by
telephone, it is best to call ahead of time, since it may take several hours before it arrives.
It is also possible stop a passing taxi on the street. The fare should be agreed upon before
the trip begins. Realizing that the Volunteer is a foreigner, a taxi driver will try to negotiate

a fare in hard currency. Do not be surprised if the taxi driver stops along the way until he
has a cab full of other passengers; he will not feel it necessary to ask your permission.
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1. COMPETENCY: To locate means of transportation
SITUATION: At the bus stop
ROLES: PCV and cashier at the bus stop

PCV: MeH MeAeyre 6apmaxaHA exam.
C: MeHeyre 6eciHati Hemece amutiatu awro6ycHell

6apean:u3 6ona,Hu.
PCV: Katicucm Te3ipeK xypexti?
C: Becinmi airro6ye 25 (xmapma 6ec) iimerre ACend3eiti.
PCV: XonaKm Kamm com 6onaabz?
C: Eip 6aFbriKa xonaKiA eKi com 6ortamA.
PCV: Fipiimii awro6ye caraT Hernexte KeTeai ()Kypegi)?
C: Artramw awro6ye TaiiepTeit carat xeTiHe (7:00)

K eTexii (xypeai).

VOCABULARY:
Wiley a recreation center in the mountains surrounding Alma-Ata

6ec+imui fifth

sixth

KagCbli-Cbl which of the mentioned ones
TC3 fast

Teaipex faster

xyp- to go; to run

minute

xenci3- to arrive

xonaw ticket (lit.: road payment)

6aFbrr direction

6ip one

6ip+illud first

exi two
caraT time; hour

carat neme.rte at what time

KeT- to leave

astrainKbt first

Tats dawn
Tanevreti early in the morning
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Intentional Future Tense:
1) Past Intentional Future Tense:
The above phrase 6apmaicunsi enim renders a past intentional future tense: "I intended to go,

I wanted to go." This tense is frequently used in polite speech to express an indirect
request: "I wanted to do something (but cou:d not), would you pleasehelp me." A similar

idea is expressed with the optative form of -(a)itunke)itin in a direct quotationfollowed by

nen enim (see p. 46).

Form:

Variations:

Negative:

-max.-Funl enim, -meK+ini enim, etc.

"I was with the habit/intention of doing something"

-max+inui-mex+ini enim, etc. (after vowels and p, n, it and y)

.05ax,+inbi/-6eic+ini exam, etc. (after M, H, U, 3 and x)

eitim, etc. (after voiceless consonants)

Ken-meicini emec enim

6ap-maictubi emec =in

"I did not intend to come"

"you did not intend to go"

Function: The past intentional future expresses an action which was intended to be
executed but for some reason the intention was not carried out.

2) Present Intentional Future Tenses:
The present intentional future tense has two forms:

a) -malc/-meic plus personal endings (see p. 13)

Ken-mei:nut

21C33-MaNgbia

"I intend to come, I will definitely come"

"you intend to write, you will write"
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b) -maxiirmi-mexmi plus personal endings (see p. 13)

Negative:

on xyp-mexmi "he, she, it intends to move, will
definitely move"

bon-maxunaciaa "you intend to be, will definitely be"

6apmax emecnin, etc.

KerateK emecnin, etc.

"I did not intend to go"

"you did not intend to come"

Topic 7

Function: The present intentional future tenses relate an action which willdefinitely be

executed. The speaker has no doubt that the action will be carried out.
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask for destination and distance of travel
SITUATION: At the bus station
ROLES: PCV and employee at the information desk

PCV: Atrurtuaau, ocu apaitau (ocu xexten) Einixemce
=Ain Heine maKupum?

TS: Mamma yin ACy3 (300) riaaKupum.
PCV: On xepre Herne cararra xeTyre 6aria,au?
TS: AsTo6ycueri raamameH TORT cararra xceTeci3, 6ipaK ap Kyui

Tattepreft exi-art ariTo6yc 6olaabz.
PCV: blumacuabora paxmeT.

VOCABULARY:
001 this

apa interval (space or time)

°chi apagau from this place, from here

OCIDI xemen from this place, from here

Biuutex capital of Kirghizistan

xteiiitt until (postposition, with dative case)

max.hipiam kilometer

mama opportunity; possibility

mama+mett approximately

6ipaic but

ap xylii daily

exi-ax only two

buognac attention, consideration
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
Dative Case:

The above text mentions several nouns in the dative case BimKeK +Ke, xep+re,
bucbutaciatu3+ra. The dative case suffix has the following forms:

+ra/+re: after vowels and after 3, X, n, p, M, H, y

+Ka/+Ke: after voiceless consonants
+a/+e after possessive suffix singular 1st, 2nd person
+Ha/ +He after possessive suffix 3rd person

Examples:

anatt+ra for, to the lady teacher

Ka3akcTaH+ra to (for) Kazakhstan
aErro6yc+Ka to the bus

kapar+mm+a to (for) my darling

ce3+ift+e to (for) your word
aTa+cm+Ha to (for) his father

Function: The dative case renders the indirect object. It denotes direction, expressed in
English by the prepositions "to, toward, for":

Examples:

Eyn Kiran-rbt ci3re X awium.

OKyra Kenai.

"I wrote this book for you"
"He came to study (fer studying)."

Special usages: The dative case of the verbal noun +y, followed by 6onaabi "it is, will be"
(present-future tense), renders: "it is possible to" (one can ...):

on xepre Heine cararra xely+re 6onaabt? "in how many hours can one (=I)
reach that place?"

awro6ycnen 6apy+ra 6onaabt "it is possible to go (=one, i.e., you
can go) by bus"

The same construction used as a question renders "one may":

xipy+re 6onaara ma (>6ona ma)? "May one enter? May I enter?"

Note: The above impersonal constructions indirectly imply the person.
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3. COMPETENCY: To purchase tickets at the railway station
SITUATION: Ticket office at the railway station
ROLES: PCV and employee at ticket office

PCV': TataxeRre Ram XOJIaall (6mnerr) KAHma TypaRbi?

TS: Bapyra xy3 eny (150) com (Typanbi).
PCV: Bapbm Kenyre we?
TS: Yin xy3 xmbipma (320) com. Heme 6mneT anacli3?
PCV: Mum,' 6apbra Kenyre eKi 6mneT 6epceRi3.
TS: 1Tabl3 6ipimui Woartall xypeRi.
PCV: PaxmeT, cay 60Ithalja13.

VOCABULARY:
Tauxell Tashkent

6HneT ticket

Kamm Typaztu how much does it cost? (lit.: how much does it stand?)

6aphirt Yen -y going and coming

me particle, emphasizing questions

maraH for me (dative case 1st person pronoun: meH)

nottbm train

X0J11 road; here: platform

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
Kanma and Heme:
The above dialogue gives good examples for the use of xaHma"how much?" and Heine

"how many?" As a general rule, xatuna asks for thetotal of a sum, Heme asks for that

which is still to be counted.

Exanzpies:

xonaKbt Kamm Typanw? "how much does a ticket cost?"

HaTepre xaimza Teneitci3? (p.61) "how much do you pay for the

apartment?"

but: Heine 6ineT arlaCIA3? "how many tickets will you buy?"

Heme zacracbm? (p. 32) "how old are you?"

carat Heute.ae? (p. 65) "at what time, when?"
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Singular and Plural:
Unlike English, the singular of nouns is used if the plural is already expressed by an
attribute, i.e., attributes such as numerals, numerative words, or words expressing an
unspecified quantity.

Examples:
exi 6ine'r "two tickets"

VIII Xy3 xatbipma com "320 rubles"

Kell auaM "many people"

Likewise the plural suffix +nap/+nep (after vowels and -p, y), +Aap/i-nep, +rap/+Tep

(see p. 4) is not used to mark the 3rd. person plural in verb or noun predicates because the
plural is already expressed in the subject noun.

Examples:
myranimaep Kenai "the teachers came"

onap Ka3ak "they are Kazakhs"
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4. COMPETENCY: To hire a taxi
SITUATION: At a street in Alma-Ata

ROLES: PCV and taxi driver

TD: )Korn 6onc &a! Katiaa 6apacu3?
PCV: Merl Kex Ba3apra 6apmaKmu exam.
TD: On 6ipa3 anuc xep.
PCV: AR, Immo-Eames TeneceMmi?
TD: Ym Jtonnapra arum 6apambui.
PCV: )1Caparial,

VOCABULARY:
xC0116onchat! good luck (lit.: may your road be blessed, said to someone

who is going or travelling some where)

Kex Ba3ap "Green Bazaar," name of a market in Alma-Ata

6ipa3 a little

armTC distant, distance

13amoTa hard currency

anon 6ap- to take

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Additional Usages of the Conditional Tense:
In addition to expressing polite requests (see p. 52), theconditional is used without a

following conclusion to render wishes, as in the above phrase:

Tonecemini lit.: what if I pay, i.e, "I would like to pay"

also: Anmantra 6apcam lit.: if I go, i.e., "I wish to go to Almati."

Instead of the optative-voluntative (see p. 39) the conditional can alsobe used in rendering

a wish, desire expressed in a directquotation:

Ka3ac-ragaa mamni &o we Kypyra KOMCKTeCeeK Lien eaix. (p. 103)

"We would like (lit.: we said: we wish to help ...) to help establishingsmall

businesses in Kazakhstan."
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Followed by 6onaaw "it will be, i.e., it is possible," the conditional renders possibility:

awro6yenea 6apcai 6onanbi "you can go by bus" (lit.: if you go
by bus it will be possible)

cf. also p. 23: Byn Ceti IleNtlii AOCIAliblaarg rothzina atircalibia 6onanu.

Note: Instead of the above construction frequently the construction:+y+Fa(+re) 6onaw
is used, see p. 69.

PROVERB:

Tay Tap-a KocIa1ac, "Mountains don't meet mountains,

Army' azkamra KOCbIllaall (but) humans meet humans."
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TOPIC 8:

DIRECTIONS

CULTURE NOTE: Alma-Ata

COMPETENCIES:

1. To ask for and give location of buildings

2. To ask for and give directions to a place
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Alma-Ata (Almati)

Alma-Ata (in Kazakh: Almati), the largest city and capita; of Kazakhstan, is located 750 to

1100 meters above sea level in the foothills of the Alatau mountains in southeastern
Kazakhstan. The city and its environs have a Continental climate, with temperatures
varying greatly throughout the year. The summer season lasts from May to September
with an average temperature of 22' C in July. The winters are cold with an average of -8'
C in January. Alma-Ata receives almost the same amount of rain as Moscow.

The city has airline connections to all major cities in the former Soviet Union. A recently
established Kazakh airline and a Turkish airline now provide service between Alma-Ata and

Istanbul. Other direct connections with Western European cities will soon be in place. A
railroad now connects Alma-Ata with Urumchi, the capital of Xinjiang, People's Republic
of China. This railroad will eventually extend to Turkey and Europe through the use of
already existing lines and the laying of new tracks.

Surrounded on three sides by snow-capped mountains, Alma-Ma has a strikingly beautiful
natural setting. The city layout and the architecture of its museums, hotels and :--vemment
buildings are quite impressive. Tree-lined avenues lead to parks or squares with fountains

set within bright flower beds. But like other urban centers in the former Soviet Union,
Alma-Ata suffers from pollution which is particularly severe during the winter. The capital

city has numerous industrial plants pouring large amounts of pollutants into the air. During

the 1970s one could still enjoy the beautiful panorama of Alma-Ata from the top of Kok
Tobe ("Green Hill"), located at the outskirts of the city. For many years now the view has
been marred by polluted air which has made the nearby majestic mountains invisible.
Pollution and other related problems have also affected the quality of the famous Alma-Ata
apples which gave the city its name: Almati "city of apples." Once widely available, this
large and flavorful fruit has become rare and expensive.

In 1992 there have been a number of significani changes in Alma-Ata. Streets, places and
buildings, which with a few exceptions had Russian names like Lenin-Square or
Dzerzhinsky Street, have all been re-christened with Kazakh names. Streets with the
names of Russian/Socialist "celebrities" are being renamed honoring outstanding Kazakhs
who served the Kazakh people. Similar changes are now taking place throughout the
Republic of Kazakhstan as historical Kazakh names of regions and towns are revived.
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1. COMPETENCY: To ask for and give location of buildings
SITUATION: At a street
ROLES: PCV and an elderly Kazakh man

PCV: Arai, maran X0I1 Kopcerrin xci6epitti3ni!
K: Kaitaa 6apac1 i3?
PCV: "AnaTay" xollax yliHe 6aparibm Aell exam.
K: "AnaTay" x,oHax yffille 5- (6ec-) ilimi agro6ycneH 6apyfa

6o.nama.
PCV: ABTo6ye agmamacu Kattria?
K: Komethit apmI 6eTigge.
PCV: PaxmeT,

VOCABULARY:
xopce'r- to show

Aci6ep- to send, to send away

xopcerin ari6ep- to show quickly, without any trouble

Y.otiax, guest

Komar yk+i hotel (lit.: guest house)

AnaTay name of a mountain range, here: name of a hotel

asinma- to wait, to delay, to stop

annna-ma stop (bus, tramway, etc.)

Koine street

aprbz opposite

6eT side

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Basic Function of Converbial Forms in -(u)n/-(i)n and
The above converbial forms were introduced on page 48. Their function in verb
compounds (converbs plus descriptive verbs) was briefly explained. Here some rules of

their basic functions will be given:

1) Converbs are incomplete, i.e., infinite verbal forms. They do not express

person, number and tense.
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2) Because they lack the above information, they have to be used in conjunction
with a following complete or finite verb, as, e.g., Kennim, 6apaau, Kenrencitt,
6apran enix, etc.

3) The converbial form in -(u)n/-(i)n renders an action which has been or will be
completed before the action of the following verb.

Examples:
yin nonnapra anun 6apamun (p. 72)

lit.: I will take (you) and (then) go for three dollars, i.e,. "I will take you along for
three dollars."

lipembep Minicrpinin opum6acapu1en xeaRecin, cettnecnextui eaix (p. 116)
"We would like (wanted) to meet with the Deputy Prime Minister and (then) talk

with (him)."

In most verb compounds -(u)n/-(i)n basically carries the same meaning, although

the descriptive verbs (see p. 48) add certain aspects of the execution of the action

expressed in the converbial form.

For example:

maFan xon Kepccrin xi6epeci3 (p. 76)
lit.: you will (can) show the road and (then) quickly send (me) off, i.e., "can you
show me the road without much trouble?"

4) The converbial form in -a/-e (after vowels 41) expresses an action which takes

place simultaneously with the action rendered in the following verb. It also states
the direction (intention) toward an action:

oral Kyne (cwt.- to smile, to laugh) x.apati.nu "he looked at him smilingly"
xca3a 6acratlau "he started to write."

The meaning of direction toward an action is also expressed in the verb compound

consisting of -a/-e/41 followed by al- "to take, to get something successfully,"

functioning here as a descriptive verb in the meaning of "to be able to":

OK14 anAu "he is able to read"
6apa anmacnbat (p.112) "I am unable to go" (I cannot go).
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask for and give directions to a place
SITUATION: At a street
ROLES: PCV and elderly Kazakh woman

PCV: Anati, noraTara xanati 6apyra 6onaTbnum athun xd6epinimni!
K: Tixe xype 6epini3, xeRin on 7fCal(TaFbl 6ipimui xemere

6ypullbun13. Illamacbx xavrEa max:upbal xyprennen con
conra 6ypuimIRu3. Ilonorra Kermenin con xaK6ypEnrcbarna.

PCV: Ken paxmeT ci3re, anal.

VOCABULARY:
nourra post office

6011a-TbIH+bl+H being possible (accusative case)

Tixe straight

oft right

zax, side

wax.+Ta+rbi which is at the side

6ypun- to turn to (dative case)

inamachz approximately

xap-rbt half

C011 left

6ypBnu corner

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

The above text gives further examples of verb compounds (converb plus descriptive verb):

altrign xi6epini3nii! "please tell me quickly, i.e., without much trouble!"
lit.: please tell me and (then) send (me) off.

As a rule the verb compound - (u)n/ -(i)n xi6ep- "to send off' renders an action

which is done quickly without much trouble.

Titre xype 6epiRi3 "please continue to go straight ahead"

The combination and 6ep- "to give" renders the continuation of an action.
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In the sentence given in the above dialogue, nourrara K,anatt 6apyra6ortarbuubm attrun

xci6epiniani, the underlined formation contains the verb compound-a/-e/-ii-ryp- "to stand,

to get up" denoting a continuous,ongoing or habitual action. In the latter meaning the

compound has been used as a habitual participle formed with-ranker{ (see p. 33): -a

TypraH / -e TypraH > -amtrani-erirell >-a-rbur/-elin/-itriu (after vowels). In the above

sentence the habitual participle is used as asubstantive in the accusative case preceded by

3rd person possessive suffix:

"please tell me how it is possible to go to the post office," lit.: tell meits being
possible to go to the post office.

The habitual participle -anni/-efirt/---krin can also be used attributively.In this case it has

to be translated into an English relative clause:

KeneTin anam "the person who usually comes, who will be coming."

With personal endings (see p. 13) the habitual participle renders a habitual past tense:

6apanunvibur "I used to go"

6ap-tda-t1rEancbui "You used not to go."

PROVERB:

Atfrcait ce3iiiae Typ. "(Whatever) you say, keep your word."
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TOPIC 9:

SHOPPING AT THE BAZAAR

CULTURE NOTE: A Central Asian Market (Bazaar)

COMPETENCIES:

1. To ask for displayed food items

2. To ask for quantities/prices and pay for purchased goods

3. To converse with a salesperson at the bazaar
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A Central Asian Market (Bazaar)

As in all Central Asian republics of the former Soviet Union, in Kazakhstan a private
economy existed along side of the planned state economy. Goods not available in state
stores could be obtained easily in the bazaars, although at higher prices. The bazaar, an
ancient institution in Central Asia, have traditionally been places for buying and selling
produce: fruit, vegetables, bread, meat, spices and rice. In a Central Asian bazaar, like
those in the Middle East, each type of produce has its special area: spices are sold at one
place, vegetables at another. The customer walks by rows of tables loaded with neatly
displayed apples, followed by rows of tables stacked with tomatoes or cucumbers. Prices
and quality can be easily compared to secure the best deal. In contrast to the poor service at

state stores, the producers and sellers at a bazaar have always been customer oriented,
friendly and aware of the competitors standing next to them.

Originally the bazaar was designed as an open-air place with pathways lined with stalls. To
protect customers from the sun, awnings would be spread across the stalls. In some places
such bazaars still exist, though many were transformed "for sanitary reasons" into
permanent buildings during the Soviet period.

The most popular bazaar in Alma-Ata is the Kok Bazaar ("Green Bazaar "), located in in a
three-story building in the center of the city. The floors are crowded with produce,
especially in autumn, when fruits such as apples, grapes, pears, and melons are all in
season. Some of the produce is brought from the neighboring republics, Uzbekistan and
Kirghizistan., and the salespeople are mostly Uzbeks, Tajiks, Uyghurs, Dungans and
Koreans. Traditionally, the Kazakh nomads did not engage in trade and bargaining.
Nowdays the prices at the Kok Bazaar reflect the general economy. Whereas two years
ago one kilogram of apples would cost only a few kopecks, in May 1992 the price was
over 120 rubles.
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1. COMPETENCY: To ask for displayed food items
SITUATION: At a market (bazaar)
ROLES: PCV and salesperson (younger girl)

PCV: AlVialICLI3 6a, Kapbuukae.

S: Amaucin 6a! Kenfigh!
PCV: Ketaipiab, meT en;aLeu icenreu Kosaximul. KetI6ip

uopcenepu,i cypayra bona ma?
S: Qpme, 6onanu. Cypaum3.
PCV: Muria 3aKlua se ueta?
S: Myth' alma, an MbirialThl anmypT
PCV: Byn xeprinirri anmypT na?
S: Ka, 6yn anmypT 6i3uiu aybinuau.
PCV: TaMaiva. Ostia ocia anmypTrau anTbrki Kenexa.

VOCABULARY:
weT edge, border, foreign country

en people, nation

KetI6ip some

napce thing, object

cypa- to ask

me- to say; to call

opine of course

xemic fruit

itaaax+ma Kazakh language; in Kazakh

anma apple

anmyyr pear

)ricep land, country; place

Aceprinirri (<1cep+ri+nix+-ri) local

aybut village

an- Flailf Kenetti I very much want to buy (would like to buy)
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

The Mood/Tense of Wish and Desire:
Kazakh has several ways of expressing "I want, I wish, etc.," as, e.g., by means of the
optative-voluntative (pp. 39, 46), the intentional future (p. 66), and the conditional (p. 72).

To this list we may add the formation in:

-ru/-ri; pluss possessive suffixes, followed by the 3rd person singular

of the present or past tense of Ken- "to come."

Examples:
bap -rui-m xenThi "I very much want(ed) to go" (lit.: my desire

of going came out)

6ap-ru+R(Bi3) xeneai "you desire to go"

ail-FIA-1-Cbl Kenai "he, she, it, they desire(d) to go"
xe-ri+mi3 Kenai "we desire(d) to eat"

atIr-x.m+nap+butbia Kenai "you all desired to say"

or attr-K.bi+itba3,uap iceruti "you all desired to say"

Negative: 6ap-Fbil-m icenme,uiticenmetti, etc.

Function: This mood/tense, common in all Turkic languages, is based on the belief that
emotions such as anger, hate, love and desire are seated inside the human body and are
being brought to the surface by forces beyond the control of the human being. This
formation expresses therefore a strong wish or desire: "I very much want to ...."
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2. COMPETENCY:

SITUATION:
ROLES:

To ask for quantities/prices and pay for
purchased goods
At the bazaar
PCV and salesperson (younger girl)

PCV: Kapbulac, K,uaunopaa Kypimi 6ap ma?
S: 14a, 6ap.
PCV: Oimn 6ip KILTIOCEI KaHma Typagu?
S: XHupma com Typal.
PCV: Ouga Kypiurreli TETT ICKHO Tap 3, Xalle 6ec MHO

yH 6epiai3.
S: XaKchi.
PCV: Bapnuru Kamm cons 6onagu?
S: TepT MHO KypimiHi.3 ceKcell (80) coM, 6ec MIRO yffialg613

xeTnic 6ec (75) com, 6apnuru x(y3 eny 6ec (155) com
6onamg.

VOCABULARY:
Kb 3bulopita

zypitu
KbobulopRa zypiul+i

xnno/zeni

Taff-
6apnwx

6apnbirm

name of regioral center, formerly Aqmeshit

rice

rice from (lit.: of) Qi7ilorda

kilogram

to weigh

all, everything

total, in all, altogether

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

The Ablative Case:
The ablative answers to the questions "from whom?," "from where?" It denotes separation

and corresponds to the English preposition "from."

Form:
+nan/+neu
+Tan/ +TCH

+11.3,11/i-lien

after vowels and 3, X, n, p, it and y

after voiceless consonants
after M. H, u and after 3rd person possessive suffix
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Examples:
meT "from a foreign country"

OChI anmyyr+Tax "from these pears"

muieti (<meu (I) + Hen) "from me"

Kim+nen "from whom?"

Katt-i-nan "from where?"

Kmabutopna Kypim+i-4-nen "from the Qtizilorda rice"

Function: Besides denoting separation, the ablative indicates the thing serving for
something:

Tymanan (6ac aypynan) napinia 6ap ma? (p. 111)

"Do you have medicine for a cold (headache)?"

In addition, the ablative followed by an adjective functions as the comparative ("than" in
English):

on Ciallell yaKeH "he is taller than you"

Kemerinen 6ipa3 nypmc "it is a little better than yesterday's" (p. 112)

ceKcemen acTam memneKeT(p. 100) "more than eighty countries"
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3. COMPETENCY: To converse with a salesperson at the bazaar
SITUATION: At the melon bazaar
ROLES: PCV and elderly salesperson

PCV: Ara, 6yn K,aybuinap Kati xepRen?
S: Mbip3arnenaen, Kapariam.
PCV: AamAi me?
S: Bannati rarri. Tip Tinirin xen Kep!
PCV: 0, pac, eTe Aamni eKen. Maran 6ip Kaybni 6epceni3.

Tip nanacu Heme com 6thianbi?
S: Xxhipma xeTi com.
PCV: Mine, anhatu3!
S: CanamaT 60nbatu3!

VOCABULARY:
xaybui melon

Mbip 3amen name of a region

nom taste

nam+Ai tasty (lit.: with taste)

flan honey
6an+naili like (as) honey

ra-ni sweet

Ti nix slice

icop- to see
;Ken Lop- to try to eat

=Ha piece

canamaT 60311411:1313 be healthy! (said when departing: goodbye!)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The Suffix +gatihiteli "like":
The suffix +nall/+geit ("like") forms adjectives of comparison from nouns.

Form:

+aatU+Aeit

+-rait/+Tek

after vowels and all voiced consonants

after voiceless consonants
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Examples:
ray+nati anam

6an+nail

Kap+Aati

menin+nett

OH131114-,Ilati

yttnepinia+nett (p. 92)

"a man like a mountain"

"like honey"

"like snow" (white as snow)

"like me"

"like him, her, (them)"

"like your home"

Note: The suffix +nati/+net1 is added to the genitive case ofpersonal pronouns.

The Particle eiten:
Used after noun and verb predicates, the particle exen indicates in statementsthat the

speaker has not been aware of the situation or fact. He/shelearned only later about it,

either through reliable sources or through his own experience, asin the example below:

0, pac, ore namni exen. "(I did not know it, but now I am convinced)

It is very tasty indeed!"

See also:
Ottnaphatbi3 Ayphic exen.(p.103) "(I did not think so before, but now I am

convinced)your thoughts are good indeed."

Betioiluxinix room Typanbt 6inMec exeindin. (p. 100)

"(I realize now) I do not know (anything) about the Peace Corps."

Other Explanations:
For the suffix +ii in TaT+Ti "tasty," lit.: with taste, see .

The converb -(m)b/-(i)n followed by imp- "to see" renders "to try to dosomething": xen

xop! "try to eat!" Originally, the converbial form -a/-e/-ii (see p. 72) precededthe verb

KOp-.

PROVERB:

Ba3ap awanura 6a3ap, "A bazaar is (only) a bazaar for those with money,

Axmacia3ra Ha3ap. For those without money it is a wake."
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TOPIC 10:

BEING INVITED BY A KAZAKH FAMILY

CULTURE NOTE: On Kazakh Hospitality

COMPETENCIES:

1. To be invited and to respond to an invitation

2. To be welcomed into a Kazakh home

3. To be led to the seat of honor and to be offered and to accept food

4. To render good wishes as a way of expressing gratitude
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On Kazakh Hospitality

Deeply rooted in their nomadic past, Kazakh hospitality differs significantly from that of
other Turkic peoples. Not so long ago a traveller unable to reach his destination would
enter the nearest yurt and introduce himself as quday qonaqpin, "I am a guest sent by
God." The owner of the yurt would invite him to be his guest without even asking who he

was.

To honor a guest, Kazakhs would slaughter a sheep. This custom is still practiced in
villages whenever a friend or relative has been invited for a visit. In cities, where
slaughtering sheep is less convenient, the host buys a sheep's head, has it boiled and then
ceremonially places it in front of the honored guest, who occupies the seat of honor (Top),
opposite the door. In traditional yurts, as in Kazakh homes in the villages, guests sit on
quilts (korpese) around a spread-out tablecloth (dastarxan) on which the food is placed.
The floor itself is covered with carpets and cushions (jasaq) are placed for guests to lean

on.
The guest is expected to play an active role at a Kazakh feast. According to ancient

custom, the honored guest cuts choice pieces from the sheep's head and, with eloquent
words of well-wishing, he distributes them to the other guests and members of the host
family. For example, the guest might cut off an ear and present it to the youngest member
of the family, saying "This ear is for you, my son (my daughter), may you always have an

ear for the words of your elders." The ears are usually given to the youngest r h;.nber of
the host family. The entire ceremony is usually officiated by the male head of a household.

If the father of the honored guest is present, lie should politely pass the sheep's head to the

eldest among the guests.

At a Kazakh dastarxan plenty of meat is served. Necessary dishes are besbarmaq (lit.: five
fingers), horsemeat sausage (qazi) and other dishes made from horse meat (qarta, jal, jaya).

Although meat is usually boiled, a dish with fried meat, potatoes, onions and tomatoes,
called quirdaq, might also be served. Fermented mare's milk (qimiz), camel's milk
(subat), and tea with cream or milk are typical beverages. Traditionally Kazakhs did not
drink alcohol or smoke cigarettes, but these habits have been introduced by the Russians.
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1. COMPETENCY: To be invited and to respond to an invitation
SITUATION: After Kazakh class
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh teacher

KT: EpTerk xennce caraT anTbuta 6iania AacrapxamaH Aom TaTIIIH13.
PCV: PaxmeT. EpTeu xenemiH.
KT: KyreMi3.
PCV: Atimannu, mexea-xaribmil3 KaRga?
KT: On-4apa6n xeineci MCH YinthepcHTeT xeinecillia Torbuichicm:

yti HeMipi yin (13), HaTep HeMipi eny yin (53),
Tenecbort HeMipi mimic 6ec, IC:WELK MITA, xcniapma xceTi

(65-46-27).
PCV: EpTerl Ke3temenme!

VOCABULARY:
Kellum evening

at six

TaT- to taste

IIaM TaT- to taste food; to be invited

atimaxuna by the way

mexen place, dwelling, residence

It place; condition; position

mexen-xatt place of living

an-Gapa6K name of a scholar and philosopher of the 10th century

loc.urbac crossing, comer

Yeattec- to meet with each other

Keauec-xenute until we meet

egrezi xe3auecxeatne until tomorrow!
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Converbial Form -raumai-reume:
The above text introduces the suffix combination -ramna/-reHme functioningas a
converbial form with the meaning "until, before": xelaec-Keinne lit.: until meeting again.
Like the converbial form in - (H)n/ -(i)n and -al-el-4 (seep. 76), -ranmakemne does not
indicate person, number or tense. For this information it dependson a following main or
finite verb. An exception is the above idiomatic expression "untilwe meet again!"
Similarly, Kepic-xemue "until we see each other again."

Form:

-rainuai-retime

-Tcainua/-xemue

after vowels and voiced consonants

after voiceless consonants

Examples:

xorrumiamaH xesurefulle xemeK 6eprimi3 Kenera (p. 103)

"We want very much to help you as much as we can "
(lit.: as far as it comes from our hands).
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2. COMPETENCY: To be welcomed into a ICaza'lli home
SITUATION: Arrival at a Kazakh home
ROLES: 2 PCVs and elderly parents of the Kazakh teacher

PCVs Accanoymy anetficym, aTa!
FKT: Ya anetixym accanom, Kerriiii3Aep.
PCV(1): CanamaTcron 6a, ana! Aen-caysturburbo xaKcu ma?
MKT: Amanni3 6a, 6anam. Kom Ken1 lli3Aep! Tepre

murimia3Aap. 03 ytinepisti3Ae#
PCV(2): And!, MUM xymparax HemepeRi3re, an, Mbilla

Amepifica KypaMa 111TaTrapu Typarma cypeTri

KiTan ci3re.
MKT: PaxmeT, 6anaM, xecerei Kerepcia!

VOCABULARY:
AccanoyMy aneibicym!

Ya anekeym accanoM!

gen-caynhat

TOp

Tepre ILILIFIARb13

03141nepiniatkett Kepirti3rtep

K,Y1)1Pluax

nem. pe

Amepsnca KypaMa

Hirai-rap&
cyper

cype-r+Ti

Kocereg iorepcin

traditional formula of Muslim greeting: "peace be upon you!"

answer to the above formula of greeting

health

seat of honor
to ascend, to go up
(idiom) please go up to the seat of honor (opposite the
entrance)
(idiom) please feel at home

doll

grandchild

United States of America

picture

with pictures
formula of blessing: "May you have a long and happy life!"
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Expressions of Blessings and Well-wishes:
The 3rd person optative -a:ail-chi (see ) is frequently used to express blessings, as, e.g.,
in the above dialogue: Keeerell xerepcin "may you have a long and successful life," said by
an elderly lady, as it is the prerogative of the elders to pronounce blessings.

Other expressions of good wishes used in the dialogues are:

X011(131}11313) 6onchni (p.72) "may your road be blessed"
icrepitd3 Ta6bic-rbi 6011CIZI (p.117) "may your work be successful"
atricaubni xencill (p.96) "may it come (true), what you have said"

(traditional response to a good wish)

The negative -ma-chnii-me-cin renders bad wishes and curses.
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3 . COMPETENCY: To be led to the seat of honor and to be offered
and to accept food

SITUATION: At a Kazakh home
ROLES: Two PCVs, Kazakh teacher's father (=head of

household) and Kazakh teacher's wife

FKT:

PCV(1):
FKT:

WKT:
PCV(2):

Kaidpni KollaKTap, nacTapxafira oTupuannap. Kimniu xacu
ynxeH 6onca Tepre muragu.
Apaubma yaKeHivii3 Aetimn, on Tepre omlpcun.
Xapaiz, Aetima KanKam, Tepre mbitC. lcapaKTapum,
acTaH anr-ni oTupbutnap.
Illatini Katimaimell imeci3nep me?
Mymicin 6onca, KatimaKcu3 imam.

VOCABULARY:
Knit)
xac
vixen
apa+mbia+lia

icanica+m

acran alum olupbninap
Kama
x.atimax,chn

respect, esteem
age

old; great, large, big
between us, among us

my shield, my protection (term of endearment)

please help yourself

cream

without cream

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Interrogative Pronouns in Conditional Sentences:
The above sentence, Kimiu xacia ynxen 6onca repre muranbi, combines a conditional
phrase, ynicen 6onca, with an interrogative pronoun Kim "who." As a rule, such
combinations render English dependent clauses introduced with "whoever, whatever,
whenever," etc. The above sentence translates as "Whoever's age is older takes the seat of
honor."
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Vocabulary explanation:
an-Lan crrupbatuap: -(u)n/-(i)n followed by amp- "to sit, to sit down" renders a
continuous action which takes place for some time; here to be translated "please (go
on) help(ing) yourself to the food" (lit.: take from the food for some time).

allmax+cbn "without cream," see p. 56.
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4. COMPETENCY:

SITUATION:
ROLES:

To render good wishes as a way of expressing
gratitude

At a Kazakh dinner table
Two PCVs and elderly parents of a Kazakh
teacher

PCV(1): aTa, axe! Bi3 ci3xtepmea Tanucun, Aam-Ty3gac
6o.nrarrumuara KyanullITUMb13. Ci3,4epre y3aK eMip, 3op
AeucaynuK, 6a1CUT Tinetimi3! Bananapuabogurt K;b13bIrbill
Kepini3,gep!

FKT: ARTK,aribra Kerichi, Kaparum. Bi3AiR magupaKTaH ecTernK
peT ime muna =nail M H Talcifillibl Kuhl KatiTrzw3Aap.

PCVs: Irmea paxmeT, am.

VOCABULARY:
ara
axe

father

mother

to know
TaIlLIC- to know each other, i.e., to get acquainted with

Ty3 salt

Rom-Ty3.[Iac friends who have shared a meal: food and salt
to be happy

xyanum joy, gladness
xyanban+Tbi with happiness: glad, happy

PaK long
emip life

sop good; great

Cvaicizr happiness

Tine- to wish
IC,b131.11L, interesting; amusing; here: joy, happiness

Bananapbauin Kepiiii3,nep May you see the happiness of your children (traditional
phrase of blessing)

alumni xeskiii! (idiom) May what you said come (true)

wooden circle forming the smoke opening of a rut home
remembrance; souvenir

order, occasion; cause

inaiugpax

ecTenix

PCT
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peT+in+ne

Inman
Tax.nsi

KM-

KAT-

(postposition) in the order of, as
robe; national gown

scull cap

to dress
to return

Topic 10

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
Suffix +piae/+nec, etc.:

The suffix +nac/+nec, etc. forms nouns and adjectives with the meaning of "a companion
in ..., a person sharing in, a person with the same ...," e.g., in the above example: gam-
Ty3nac "a person who shares food and salt, i.e., close friends."

Form:

+naci+nec

+rackFrec
+nac / +nec

Examples:
opin+Tec (p. 100)

Kyp6bi+nac

3aman+nac

xon+nac

o-ran+nac

after n, p, M, H, H, 3 and x

after voiceless consonants

after vowels

"a person who shares the same profession,
colleague"

"a person who shares the same age"
"a person who shares the same age"

"a person who shares the same road, i.e., a friend,
comrade
"a person who shares the same fatherland, i.e.,
compatriot"

Other Explanations:
The phrase nam--ry3,nac 6onranbnytuara Kyanbturrhambn ("We are happy to have become

close friends") contains a standard construction for English "I am pleased to have met you,
etc.( -raH+ poss.+ra followed by kyanbilICI1311161H/Mb13), see, e.g., p. 100.

PROVERB:

KyTTLI KoHaK KCJICe,

Ko# eri3 Ta 6aatat.
Kyrcbm Konaic, Kence,
Kara Kaocup ma6aabt.

V.

"If a blessed guest arrives,

the sheep bears tvins.
If a bad guest arrives,
the wolf attacks the sheep."
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TOPIC 11:

AT THE WORKPLACE

CULTURE NOTE: Present Life in Kazakhstan

COMPETENCIES:

1. To introduce oneself and to describe Peace Coln' function

2. To ask questions about job-related functions and needs

3. To converse socially with co-workers (counterparts)
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Present Life in Kazakhstan

Since the attempted coup of August 1991, which brought about the final break-up of the

Soviet Union, life has been changing rapidly in Kazakhstan. President Nazarbayev

immediately disbanded the Communist Party in Kazakhstan, and the country changed from

a one-party to a multi-party system. As new parties and movements appeared, new
newspapers and journals have sprung up to openthe "secret files" of the past. For the first
time, the policies and actions leading to the loss of over half of the Kazakh population
between 1931-1932 were openly discussed. A parliamentary commission was appointed to

identify those responsible for the brutal suppression of the peaceful student demonstrations

of December 17-18, 1986. It was on the fifth anniversary of those demonstrations,
December 16, 1991, that Kazakhstan declared itself an independent state. A preliminary

constitution was adopted, and international recognition of Kazakhstan's independence

followed.

As in all regions of the former Soviet Union, Kazakhstan faces enormous problems. high
inflation has combined with insufficient supplies of food, medicine, and affordablypriced

consumer goods. The wide-spread destruction of theenvironment has affected the health

of a large segment of the population. While trying to deal with these immediate problems,
Kazakhstan is also trying to rid itself of the Soviet-style planned economy and to introduce

a market economy. The greatest need, however,is for the training and education of young

people who will be able to function in a market oriented society. A s a result,Kazakhstan is

establishing a new educational system. Like all other non-Russian republics of theformer

Soviet Union, the new nation wants to free itself as rapidly as possible of allvestiges of

seventy-five years of Communist rule.

In times of such enormous change, the daily life of the average citizen of Kazakhstan has
become very difficult, particularly for women. Finding food for children and otherfamily

members consumes all of their time and energy, so very few women have been involved

directly in the decisions determining the future of Kazakhstan.
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1. COMPETENCY:

C(1):

C(2):

PCV:

C(2):
PCV:

SITUATION:
ROLES:

To introduce oneself and describe Peace Corps'
function
At the workplace
PCV and two Kazakh colleagues

Bairabrmax ara, Keruui3, ci3xt1 :apinTecime TamicTupurr
Tanucbrunaap. Byn xiriT Tletisym

Amepvixa BeNiTrainiK To6brabux myEaeci.
Meaiu aTum Balchrrxall. Ci36ell Tamicxamaima
Kyalibiurnavibm. Beti6iTudniK To6u Typasm 6iamecexerimill.
Bi3aiR Ton ceKcernien (80-nefi) acTaM memaeKeTrih
Typrbumapbma KomeK 6epin KeneAL
Ocbi ex6exTepinj3 win )(en ax ma anacbmap ma?
Xox, xya xopyre ACCTeTill 6ipa3 allaMb13.

VOCABULARY:
Bawrzan
apirrrec

Talibl-C-TbIp-

xiiT
6eN6iTiainix

Ton

my=
6inmec exelimin

ac-ram

Typrbui

Kamm

komex tep-
xemex 6ep-in xeneRi

en6ex

rub'
icyn Kt:T-

rip! xep-y+re xe-reTin
6ipa3.

Titialivre6eu

personal name (male)

colleague

to introduce (lit.: to make someone acquainted to)

young man

peace

group, corps
member
(I must say; I realize) I do not know

above, over, beyond, more than (with ablative case)

inhabitant

assistance

to help (lit.: to give assistance)

they have been helping (for some time)

work
for (postposition)
to go through the day; to live

(which is) sufficient for living (expenses)

a few

kopecks; small amount of money
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GRAMMAR ANT VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Indefinite Future Tense:
The above dialogue introduces the negative form of an indefinite future tense: 6in- MecMen,

here given with the particle ekett (see p. 87).

Form:
- (a)p / -(e)p plus personal endings (see p.13)

Examples:

bin -epmin "I might know"

icen-epci3 "you might come"

bap-apmm3 "we might go"

OK.bl-pCbIli "you might study"

Negative: -mac/-mec plus personal endings (see p. 13)
bap-macnux, 6in-mecnix, etc.

Function: The future tense in -(a)pra.m/-(e)pmix, etc. denotes an action of which the
speaker is doubtful that it will take place:

Ilottm3 yakbrrbacia Kenep. "The train might arrive on time."

Awl= 6onap (p. 111) "it might be good"

The negative of this tense renders an action of which the speaker is certain that it will not

take place:

Beil6iTudnix 6biTypanbt 6inmecnim. "I do not know about the Peace Corps."

6apa anmacrugx (p. 112) "I am definitely unable to go, I cannot go"
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Explanations of some phrases:
-(14)11/-(i)n IC,011- ("to place, to put down") renders all action which is executed

thoroughly:

ciani -ramie Tup-bm Koakbui "let me introduce you" (lit.: let me
make you acquainted).

-(u)n/-(i)n Ken- ("to come") denotes an action which started at a given point in time

and continues into the present.

Bianiri Ton ... KemeK tiepin Kenerii "Our Corps has been helping ..."

Kyn repyre 2figraki... mambo: the underlined form is explained on p. 79.
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2. COMPETENCY:

K:
PCV:
K:
PCV:
K:
PCV:

SITUATION:
ROLES:

Topic 11

To ask questions about job-reh. ted functions and
needs

Meeting at the PC Regional Office
PCV and a new acquaintance

LteRHHH, ci3lji1 Amman:Li:um-am He?

MeH HeriaiHell ecenniimiH.
Ka3aKaraHra Kelly Hell maKcarrapramm He?
Ka 3aKclaHaa [Hamm 6n3Hec Kypyra Kemerreccex ;wit eHiK.
Otinapbm:m3 Hypuc eKea.
KORNIA1313Aall Kenreinne Ka3aKeTarma 6a3ap 3KOH014/1111(aCb1H

Hambnyra Komex 6eprimi3 KeneHi.

VOCABULARY:
maman

maman+n,bnc.

Herb
neri3+i+nen

ecen

ecen+wi

maxgaT

IllaFbIH

6143HW

Kyp-

KemexTec-

nypbtc

icon

KOTIbINS13,11aH KenreHme

6a3ap

3KOHOMNICa

Aambn,

Komi: 6eprimi3 acenexti

expert, specialist
expertise, specialty

basis; origin

by origin; by training

account

accountant

purpose
small; limited

business
to establish

to help, to assist
thought, intention

aliright, correct, good

arm, hand
as much as we can (lit.: as much as it come from our hands)

market

economy

to develop

we want very much to help; we would like to help
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Suffix +Inbah-uli:

The above suffix denotes a nomen actoris, i.e., it forms nouns describing a person who
does something habitually or professionally with the thing or concept expressed in the
preceding noun:

ecen+mi "accountant" (<ecen "account")
en6er+uri "worker" (<en5ex "work")
6anbtx+urbz "fisherman" (<6anbtx "fish")

Explanation of some phrases:

6ep-ri+mi3 reneni see p. 83.
xypyra xemerreccer nen enix, see p. 72.

... nyphIc men, see p. 87.
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3. COMPETENCY: To converse socially with a co-worker
SITUATION: On the way home
ROLES: PCV and Kazakh colleague

C: Lei w, K.atirka 6apa xaTupchn?
PCV: Ytire icalTbrn 6apa xaThipmun.

HaTepim yliIi3re xalwn. Bipre, xcany,
anrimenecin, Oimw ycTine Kapartna ua Tycin

PCV: XaKcbz, caTetilic. Xon-xeneKeti "Haypb13-93" Ice
,nathonnoc, mocenecin Ae onrimenecepmi3.

C: Pac, Haypu3ra exi Kanburru roft!

VOCABULARY:
6ap-a xaTbipcbt3 you are (just) going (present continuous tense)

xatiThin 6ap-a zaThipmbni I am (just) returning (home)

xaKbm close

6ip+re together

at rime talk, conversation

afxrime+nec- to talk with each other, to discuss

OMER ycTine besides, in addition

icapanrbt dark, darkness
Tyc- to fall down

Tycin icartabi it is getting dark (lit: darkness has fallen down)

to do so

xon-xonexeil on the way; in passing

tiaypw3 New Year (March 21)

Ratfbni ready

nattbanta- to prepare

natibm+nbtx, preparation

mace= question; matter, problem

pac true, correct

exi only two months

Kan- to remain

roil emphatic particle
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Present Continous Tense:
The present continous tense is formed with the descriptive verbs oThip- "to sit," Typ- "to
stand," xyp- "v..) go, to move," xaT- "to lie" (see p. 48). The first three verbs combine
with the converbial form of -(bi)n/-(i)n, whereas ;Karr- is used in the form of maThip- in
combination with the convert) -a/-e/44:

Examples:
Tbuman omipmbui "I am listening (just now)"

cottnen Typcbru "you are talking (just now)"

owl xypmi3 "we are studying (just now)"

but: 6apa xa-rhipmbi3 "we are going just now"

yltre icattrAn 6apa xamipmbin "I am just going home" (lit.: I am just
returning and going home)

Negation: The present continuous tense has no negative form. The negation of the
present-future tense is used instead:

onipmailmbni, 6apmattmbni, etc. (see p. 37)

Explanation of some phrases:
-(u)n/-(i)n Kan- renders an action which takes the speaker by surprise: it just so happened.
ourimene,c-epmi3 see p. 112.
icanburria see p. 110.

PROVERB:

Xarucay.abm ;Kaman aypy. "Laziness is an evil sickness."
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TOPIC 12:

MEDICAL

CULTURE NOTE: Health Issues in Kazakhstan

COMPF,TENCIES:

1. To respond to questions about illness

2. To purchase medicine

3. To describe one's emotional state
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Health Issues in Kazakhstan

As in other parts of the former Soviet Union, medical serviceswere theoretically free to all
inhabitants of Kazakhstan, but there were dramatic differences in thequality of medical care
different people received. These in the "upper class" of Sovietsociety had access to special
health facilities, such as hospitals and spas, but for the ordinary citizen,especially for those
living in villages and small towns, the standards of medicalcare were very low.

During recent years the health care system inherited from the previousSoviet regime has
deteriorated. Kazakhstan now needs hardcurrency to purchase medicine or replacements
for outdated equipment. The lack of hardcurrency, rising food prices, and the lack of
basic necessities, such as soap, bandages, disposable needles, havemade it difficult to
maintain even minimal standards in hospitals and other health facilitiesfor the general
public. The special facilities still available to highgovernment officials, academicians and
other select groups seem to be better served.

If a visitor or a tourist has a health problem, heor she will have access to some medical
care. In the last few years private polyclinics have been opened in Alma-Ata. Inan
emergency ICazakhs are always eager to help their visitors or guests. Visitors should be
advised, however, to bring all necessary medications with them,because it is nearly
impossible to find prescription drugs at a Kazakh pharmacy.

The local population has turned increasinglyto traditional herbal medicine. In the valleys
of the Alatau mountains one can findmany plants which traditionally have been used as
medicinal herbs. Many young peopleare now learning from the did how to identify and
gather such herbs. Particularly in the villages (aul)most people depend entirely on herbal
medicines to treat their family's health problems.

The level of public health is generallyvery low in most regions of Kazakhstan. Adults and
children alike suffer from serious diseasesas a result of air and water pollution and
radiation from the nuclear testing grounds in Semipalatinsk,Sadarqa and Aqtobe. h
addition, the decline of the Aral Sea has left the sea's bottomexposed to storms that deposit
millions of tons of sand mixed with poisonous saltsover vast areas of Kazakhstan and
ICarakalpakistan, leading to high infant mortalityrates.
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1. COMPETENCY: To respond to questions about illness
SITUAT ION: At a doctor's office
ROLES: PCV and doctor

PCV: Kipyre pyxcaT in?
D: Keaigia, orrupbrgua. Kati xepigia ayupama?
PCV: BaciiM aybipaml. Byxin =gem KaKcatrabt.
D: Kr laybuibiaiug oilmen Kemigia 6e?
PCV: )Kox, exmiemegim.
D: Aegegiage way 6ap exex. Kupbm (40°) rpaiyc. Elva

aybl3b1B,113M,11 amcagua (ambigua). 14m, Tamarbigua Jim
Kuaapbm, icin KeTinTi.

PCV: Bace!?
D: Ci3 camaiman Karibmcbia.

VOCABULARY:
Kip- to enter
pyxcaT permission
aybip- to hurt, to ache
6ac head
6rdn whole
;wile body
KAKca- to ache severly
K,b13y temperature
erne- to measure, to check

enure -n Ken- to try to measure

rPagYc degree
aybn mouth
aux- to open
TamaK tldoat
Kbnap- to get red
ic- to swell
&ace! how come!
caman breeze
camannan x,an- to catch a cold
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

The above dialogue introduces the verb forms KAI 11b111Cb13, xeTirrri which belong to a tense

formation relating a past action of which the speaker has not been an eyewitness. He/she
might have heard about it or he might have witnessed part of the action, usually its result.
This tense can also express the speaker's surprise or unawareness that something has
happened.

Examples:
"[WM Fbilibl3 ma xbi3aphm, icin xe Tirrri "your throat is reddened too and it is

swollen badly (as I recognize now)"
ci3 camanRan xallbalCb13 "you must have caught a cold"

cf. also: Haypbmra exi K,aliblflTbl roll! (p.105)
"Only two months are left until Nauriz!" (I was unaware of it).

Explanations of Some Phrases:

-(u)n/-(i)n xe.r- implies here an action done intensely.
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2. COMPETENCY: To purchase medicine
SITUATION: At the drug store
ROLES: PCV and pharmacist

PCV: Tymayr(au ropioi3 6ap ma?
P: 14a, 6ap. MblHa ropi XOTe.11)1,i ToKTaTaaa. KyoiHe TagepTert,

TycTe, KemKe mat' Kachucazu ym peT iI111143.

PCV: XaKcia. Bac aypyrtall aHRa i ropioia 6ap?
P: Aerogram imiceuhri3 Itypue 6onap. Ztapi ymia aignarua

KOCCire TOJIelf13.

VOCABULARY:
Tway cold; chill

Aapi medicine

xeTen coughing

TOY,Ta-T- to stop (lit.: to make someone or something stop)

xyxixe daily

Tyc+Te at noon

matt xacHK+nex with a teaspoon

yin peT three times

6ac aypy headache

acratpto aspirin

gypmc 6onap it might be good; might help

KaCCi cashier's desk

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The use of the ablative in the phrase Tymanan (6ac aypynan) Thapinia 6ap ma? (Do you
have medicine for [lit.: from] a cold [headache] ?) has been explained on p. 85.

Tne phrase acnuptut iuncenitti3 (dm-xen+inl3) nypE.tc 6onap renders "if you would take

aspirin, it would be good" (lit.: you having taken aspirin would be (=might be) good).
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3. COMPETENCY: To describe one's emotional state
SITUATION: At the host family's house
ROLES: PCV and younger member of host family

HFM: xanini3 icanaii? aen-caynurbnibm nypuc na?
PCV: Keineriaen 6ipa3 Aypuc.
HFM: Byrin Ketnice Megeyge "Amu Aayucia" c4ecimarn1

6acTanami. BaprEinn13 Kene me? Ci3re ue 6}meT anrau
PCV: blKunachnanra paxMeT. Bapa ammacznin.
HFM: Here?
PCV: Kenia-icyttim X01c. Yr= Kamm ThillbWatibIll.

VOCABULARY:
Keuteri belonging to yesterday; yesterday's
6ipa3 a little

6yri4 Keane today in the evening

"Amg "Voice of Asia"
ilbeciman festival

to be started
hem why
KOULTI-ryit mood, desire (lit.: heart-mood)
Tb1Hb1K- to rest

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Emphatic Particles:

1) uahle; Ta/Te emphasizes a preceding noun. It corresponds to English "also, too,"
see above:

Ciare me 6wieT am-am eltim. "I have bought a ticket for you, too."

2) roil emphasizes noun or verb predicates:

Haypbtara exi xamturbt roil! (for translation see p. 110)
6inyitti3 kepek roll! "you must know it!"
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3) -aK emphasizes nouns, see example given above: exi al-ax "only two months."

Note: -ax, can also be added to certain verb predicates.

Explanation of Some Phrases:

xeluiri.aett 6ipa3 uypmc, see p. 85.
6apa ammacrtbut, see p. 77.

PROVERB:

Ta 3W-111K, cayabm Heri3i, "Cleanliness is the root of health,
Cay.abm 6atinhuc fieri3i. Health is the root of wealth."
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TOPIC 13:

INTERACTION WITH OFFICIALS

CULTURE NOTE: The Government of Kazakhstan

COMPETENCIES:

1. To make an appointment through a secretary

2. To ask for assistance
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The Government of Kazakhstan

In December 1991 Kazakhstan dtolared its independence. Soon afterwards, the people of
Kazakhstan reelected Nursultan Nazarbayev as the president of the Republic. A
preliminary constitution was adopted in December 1991, and a new constitution was
presented for approval by a referendum in May 1992.

The constitution reconfirms the independence of Kazakhstan and defines Kazakhstan as a
democratic state to be governed by three independent branches of government: the
legislative, the executive and the judicial. The president, elected for a term of five years, is

the head of the executive branch. The newly elected president appoints a Cabinet of
Ministers. A vice-president is elected along with the president.

The highest institution in the legislative branch is the Supreme Council of the Republic
(Respubhka jogari keiiesi), which consists of representatives elected for a term of five
years. The Supreme Council adopts laws, watches over their execution, establishes the
basic direction of internal and external policies, formulates the national budget and decides
on matters of war and peac... Meetings of the Supreme Council are generally open to the
public, although closed meetings may be held when the majority of the deputies so decide.

The judicial branch of government consists of the Constitutional High Court, the High
Court and the Administrative High Court. Judges are elected for a ten-year term.
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1 . COMPETENCY: To make an appointment through a secretary
SITUATION: At the office of the Prime Minister
ROLES: Three PCVs and a receptionist

PCV: Kauipitti3, ancera, 6i3 Ameplaca Be 6iTtainiK To &ram eikig.
R: Kota KertRiai3Aept.
PCV: Ilpeivaxp opbra6acapbudell Ke3rtecin,

cotinecnemai
R: 0.11 Kici Ka3ip Ilpeamgercrrilt allabniaa.
PCV: Bi3,11i Karnali Ka6butaaym mytudn?
R: Tenecbou Hemiphi Kanaapcaubattap ci3Repre xa6ap 6epemin.

VOCABULARY:
614xeut young lady
ophnt6acap deputy, assistant
xici person; gentleman, lady.

altru4+tuta in front of
xa6but reception

xa6buma- to receive

xangup- to leave (behind)
xa6ap information; news

xa6ap 6ep- to inform

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULAP 47 EXPLANATION:

The above dialogue gives another example for rendering possibility:

Biagi xamax Ka6buuta-y+bi mymxix? "When is his receiving us possible?, i.e.
When can he receive us?"

For other ways of rendering possibility see pp. 69, 73.
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2. COMPETENCY: To ask for assistance
SITUATION: Meeting with the Prime Minister
ROLES: Three PCVs and the Prime Minister

M: Kola Kearkiiiiwkep, Kattipai KoHaKTap! Ci3Aep 6moecuen
myrbirmallaTbin mamagaap xephieci3Aep.

PCV: Ma, coaati, MioieTp mbip3a. Biwa opal-lbw icacinopbm
xymbicrrapia K,113bEK,ThIpaabl.

M: S13AeH Koi-wa# KOMCK KaxeT 6aaaabi?
PCV: Sip xaTap Kacinopbautapmeo 6ipre xymbic 6acray

meTimia 6ap.
M: Icrepiai3 Ta6bicria 6oncbm!

VOCABULARY:
xepin- to appear, to seem

myrbuwa-n- to occupy oneself with (men/nen)

cons i that is so

minicrp minister

mbip3a sir, honorable (term of address)

apanbrx between, joint

K3CillOpbIH enterprise, place of business

Kaxe'r need

xhi3bncri,IP- to be interested in (lit.: to be made interested)

6ip xaTap a number

6acra- to begin

HxeT intention

Ta6uci-bz successful

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The sentence above, Ciggep 6i3necnen myrannanangil maman xepinecianep, gives a good

example for the adjectival use of the habitual participle -aTbail-eTin (see p. 79). "You seem
to be specialists who are engaged in business."

PROVERB:
EapmaraH xepim "I have no place to go
IllbmgaraH TMM xoic, and no mountain to climb."

(i.e., I asked everyone for assistance, but did not receive any help.)
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APPENDIX
THE COMPETENCIES IN ENGLISH

TOPIC 1 PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

Competency 1: To exchange greetings and inquiries of well-being
PCV: Greetings, dear sir (raii)!
T: Greetings, how are you (How is your situation?)?
PCV: Fine, thank you.

Competency 2: To introduce and identify oneself
PCV: Greetings, dear lady (tail)!
T: Greetings! What is your name, my dear (= my younger brother)?
PCV: My first name is John. My family name is Shimit (Schmidt).
T: From where are you, my dear (=my light)?

PCV: I am from America.

Competency 3: To ask for permission to leave/to say goodbye
PCV: Dear sir, do you have time today?
T: Unfortunately, I have little time today.

PCV: Can you help me tomorrow (lit.: if you help me tomorrow, will it be possible?)?
T: Yes, that is possible. Now please excuse me, I definitely must leave. Goodbye!

PCV: Goodbye!

TOPIC 2 CLASSROOM ORIENTATION

Competency 1: To follow simple classroom directions/
to respond to instructions and questions

T: Please, all of you listen now. Writ,: down, please, these words into your
notebook.

PCV: Dear sir, please do speak slowly, without haste.
T: Fine. Did you finish the writing?
PCV: No, we did not finish yet. Sir, please do repeat the words one more time.
T: Good, I will repeat.
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Competency 2: To ask to explain a phrase or word
PCV: Dear lady, I did not understand (it).
T: What did you not understand?

PCV: What is the meaning of the phrase ''Tott KEN 6onchat"? (May the feast/wedding
be happy!)

T: This phrase expresses a good wish. You may say this phrase at your friend's
wedding.

PCV: Thank you, dear lady. Now I understand.

Competency 3: To respond to warm-up questions
T: John, was the weather fine yesterday?
PCV: No, it rained yesterday.
T: What did you do yesterday?
PCV: I read books, cleaned (my) room, and then I went to the bazaar.

Competency 4: To state reason for being late or absent
PCV: Greetings, I beg your pardon, dear sir, I am late.
T: Greetings, what happened?
PCV: There was no bus. I walked.
T: Please come in, sit down.

TOPIC 3 CONVERSATION WITH HOST
COUNTERPART OR FAMILY

Competency 1: To ask or answer personal information questions
HFM: My dear, how long have you been in Kazakhstan?
PCV: It has been one year since I came to Kazakhstan.
HFM: How old are you?
PCV: I am twenty-two.

HFM: Are you married?

PCV: No, I am not married yet, I am a bachelor.

Competency 2: To describe own family
HCP: Please (do) tell me about your family.

PCV: My parents (lit.: my father and mother) are alive. I have one older brother andone
younger sister. My older brother is a teacher. My younger sister is a physician.
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HCP: Do your parents work?
PCV: No, they are retired.

Competency 3: To ask about host/counterpart family
PCV: Dear sir, please tell me, do you have children?

HFM: I have two daughters and one son.
PCV: Where does your son live?
HFM: My son lives in Alma-Ata. He is a builder. What is your profession? (lit.: as what

are you yourself working?)
PCV: I am a businessman.

Competency 4: To express gratitude
HFM: Please have some more food.
PCV: Thank you, I ate a lot (lit.: I took a lot).
HFM: Then have some of the V41141113 (fermented mare's milk) here.

PCV: That's fine! Let's drink (it). Oh, the xxao)/3 is very tasty, indeed!

HFM: Please have another cup.
PCV: Thank you, it's enough. I thank you very much for your hospitality.

TOPIC 4 COMMUNICATION

Competency 1: To make a phone call to a Kazakh family
PCV: Hello, greetings!
K: Greetings!
PCV: Excuse me, I am from America. My name is Bill.
K: Well, Bill -- welcome (to Kazakhstan)!

PCV: If it is possible, I would like to talk with Ayjan.

K: Bill, my dear, Ayjan is not at home now.

PCV: Then (=if this is so) I will call her again later.

K: That's fine. I will tell (her).

Competency 2: To ask operator for assistance
PCV: Hello, greetings!
0: Greeting.). I am listening.

PCV: Is this the international telephone (service)?

0: Yes, that's right.
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PCV: Please, I would like to call America (=to talkwith America).

0: Well, what is the number?

PCV: 206-543-2864.
O: What is your telephone number in Alma-Ma?

PCV: 65-46-27.
0: Please wait.

PCV: Thank you.

Competency 3: To leave a message for someone
PCV: Hello, greetings!
K: Greetings!
PCV: Excuse me, I am Bill.
K: Yes, Bill, my dear, I am listening.
PCV: Dear lady, I would like to talk withTalghat ara# .

K: Talghat went to Talghar. He will come tomorrow.

PCV: Dear lady, could you, please tell Talghatara# there will be a meeting on Thursday

morning at nine o'clock.

K: OK, my dear, I will certainly tell it.

TOPIC 5 FOOD

Competency 1: To order food in a restaurant
W: Welcome! What kind of dishes do you prefer?

PCV(1): What (=what kind of food) do youhave today?

W: Today there is 6ec6apmax- (boiled meat with noodles), marnu(meat-filled

steamed dumplings), 'caw (horse meat sausage) and Aagra(specially prepared

horse meat, broiled, dried or smoked).
PCV(2): What (=kind of drinks) do you have todrink?

W: We have (=there is) KAII111,13 (fermented mare'smilk), itry6ar (fermented camel's

milk) and tea.
PCV(1): Then please bring us xaabz, xapra, two6ec6apmax and 101M613.

W: Fine, it will be done.
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Competency 2: To ask for identity of food items, typical hostcountry
foods

PCV: Excuse me, younger sister, what kind of meat is this?
SL: This is mutton, and that is beef, and this here is horsemeat.
PCV: Which meat is best for 6ec6apmax?
SL: (Please) Take horse meat!

PCV: What else is needed for 6ec6apmaic ?
SL: You will need (=it will be necessary) flour,eggs and onions.
PCV: Thank you, my younger sister.

Competency 3: To express food preferences (likes/dislikes)
PCV: Please tell me, what kind of food do the Kazakhs usually like?
H: As a rule, Kazakhs like dishes with meat.
PCV: Do they also eat pork?
H: Oh, no, no, we never eat pork!
PCV: How do you regard vegetables?
H: We also like garlic, tomatoes, carrots and onions.

TOPIC 6 MONEY

Competency 1: To ask for information on local currency
PCV: Please tell me, what kind ofmoney do you use now?
K: For now, we are using the former Sovietmoney.
PCV: Will Kazakhstan have its own currency?
K: If the neighboring countries-- Russia, Kirghizistan, Uzbekistan and others adopt

(=turn out) their own money, we will also haveour own currency.

Competency 2: To inquire about living expenses
PCV: Where do you work?
KP: I am (=work as) a professor at the university.
PCV: Excuse me, how much is your salary?
KP: One month's salary is 2,700 rubles.
PCV: What are you paying foryour apartment?
KP: The rent is 50 rubles.

PCV: Do you pay separately for telephone and electricity?
KP: Yes, I pay additional fees.
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TOPIC 7 TRANSPORTATION

Competency 1: To locate means of transportation
PCV: I would like to go to Medeu.

C: You may take (=go with) bus No. 5 or 6.

PCV: Which one goes faster?
C: The bus No. 5 arrives (at Medeu) in 25 minutes.

PCV: How much is the fare?
C: For one way it is 2 rubles.
PCV: When does the first bus leave?
C: The first bus leaves in the morning at 7:00.

Competency 2: To ask for destination and distance of travel
PCV: Tell me, please, how many kilometers is it from here to Bishkek?

KE: Approximately 300 kilometers.

PCV: How many hours does it take to reach Bishkek? (lit.: in how many hours is it

possible to reach Bishkek?)
KE: By bus you can be there in approximately four hours. However, there are only two

buses daily, in the morning.

PCV: Thank you for your attention.

Competency 3: To purchase tickets at the railway station
PCV: How much does a ticket to Tashkent cost?
TS: A one-way ticket is 150 rubles.

PCV: And for a round-trip (ticket)?
TS: 320 rubles. How many tickets do you need (=do you buy)?

PCV: Please give me 2 round-trip tickets.
TS: The train leaves from the first platform.

PCV: Thank you, goodbye!

Competency 4: To hire a taxi
Good luck on the road! Where are you going?

PCV: I want to go to the Kok Bazaar.
TD: That is quite a long way (lit.: that is quite a distant place).

PCV: What about if I pay in hard currency?
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ID: I will take you (there) foi three dollars.

PCV: Agreed. Let's go!

TOPIC 8 DIRECTIONS

Competency 1: To ask for and give location of buildings
PCV: Dear sir, can you show me the way?
K: Where are you going?

PCV: I want to go to the Alatau Hotel.

K: You can go to the Alatau Hotel by bus No. 5.

PCV: Where is the bus stop?
K: It is on the other side of the street.

PCV: Thank you, dear sir.

Competency 2: To ask for and give directions to a place
PCV: Dear lady, please do tell me how I can get to the post office?

K: Go straight ahead. Then turn into the first street on the right. After approximately
(walking) half a kilometer turn left. The post office is on the corner of the left side

of the street.

PCV: I thank you very much, dear lady.

TOPIC 9 SHOPPING AT THE BAZAAR

Competency 1: To ask for displayed food items
PCV: Greetings, younger sister!
S: Greetings, please come (here).
PCV: Excuse me, I am a visitor (=guest) from abroad. May I ask you something?

S: Of course, please ask.

PCV: What are these fruits called in Kazakh?

S: These are called anma (apples), and these are called amitypT (pears).

PCV: Are these local pears?
S: Yes, these pears are from my village.
PCV: Very interesting. I very much would like to buy some of these pears.
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Competency 2: To ask for quantities and prices/to pay for purchased
goods

PCV: Younger sister, do you have rice from (gzilorda (Kbmbinopna)?

S: Yes, I have.
PCV: How much does one kilogram cost?
S: Twenty rubles.
PCV: Then give (=weigh) me please four kilograms of rice, and also give me five

kilograms of flour.
S: Okay, fine.
PCV: How much is everything (lit.: altogether how many rubles?)?
S: Four kilograms of rice is 80 rubles, five kilograms of flour is 75 rubles, the total is

155 rubles.

Competency 3: To converse with salesperson at the bazaar
PCV: Dear sir, from where are these melons?
S: From Mirzashol (Mbrp 3amen), my dear.

PCV: Are they tasty?
S: They are as sweet as honey. Please, try a slice (lit.: try to eat a slice).

PCV: Oh, you an right, they are very tasty. Please give me one melon. How many
rubles fcr one melon (lit.: One piece of melon will be how many rubles?)?

S: 27 rubles.
PCV: Here, please take it.
S: Goodbye (lit.: be healthy).

TOPIC 10 BEING INVITED BY A KAZAKH FAMILY

Competency 1: To be invited and to respond to an invitation
KT: Tomorrow evening at 6 o'clock please taste (from) our food.

PCV: Thank you. I will come tomorrow.
KT: We will be expecting you.
PCV: By the way, where do you live (=where is your place of living)?
KT: At the corner of Al-Farabi and University Street. My house number is 13, my

apartment number is 53, my telephone number is 65-46-27.

PCV: Until tomorrow then!
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Competency 2: To be welcomed into a Kazakh home
PCVs: Peace be upon you, (honored) father!
FKT: And peace be upon you, please come in!

PCV(1): Greetings, dear lady. How is your health (lit. =isyour health alright?)?
MKT: Greetings (to you), my son. Welcome, both of you! Pleasego up to the "place of

honor." Please feel at home (lit.: consider our home likeyour own home).
PCV(2): Dear lady, this doll is for your grandchild, and this picture book about the United

States is for you.
MKT: Thank you, my son, may you live a long and happy life!

Competency 3: To be led to the seat of honor, to be offered and to
accept food

FKT: Respected guests, please sit down at the table. Whoever is older takes the "seat of
honor."

PCV(1): The older among us is David. He should sit in the "seat of honor."
FKT: Fine, David, my dear, go up to the "seat of honor." My dearones, please help

yourselves (lit.: take from the food).
WKT: (bringing in tea): Do you drink tea with cream?
PCV(2): If possible, we will have (=drink) tea withoutcream.

Competency 4: To render good wishes as a way of expressing gratitude
PCV Respected father and mother! We are very happy to have met withyou and have

become friends (by sharing food and salt with you). We wishyou a long life,
good health and happiness. May you see your children's happiness!

FKT: May it come true, what you have sad, my dear. Asa souvenir from our home
please wear this arairau (national gown) and rarolla (scull cap) andrettrn (safely).

PCVs: Many, many thanks, father.

TOPIC 11 AT THE WORKPLACE

Competency 1: To introduce self and to describe Peace Corps' function
C(1): Baclitjan ara, come please, I will introduce you toa colleague of mine. Please get

acquainted! This young man is David. David isa member of the American Peace
Corps.

C(2): My name is Baqitjan. I am pleased to havemet you. I must say, i don't know
(much) about the Peace Corps.
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PCV: Our Corps has been helping the populations in more than eighty countries.
C(2): Do you earn (=get) much money for your work?
PCV: No, we get only a small amount of money sufficient for our livingexpenses.

Competency 2: To ask questions about job-related functions and needs
KA: David, what is your specialty?

PCV: By training I am an accountant.
KA: What is your purpose in coming to Kazakhstan?
PCV: We want to help to establish small businesses in Kazakhstan.
KA: Your intention (=thought) is good, indeed.
PCV: As much as we can, we would like very much to help to developa market economy

in Kazakhstan.

Competency 3: To converse socially with a co-worker (counterpart)
C: David, where are you going?
PCV: I am going home.
C: My apartment is close to your place. Let's go together, we walk and talk. Besides,

it's getting dark.
PCV: Fine, let's do that. On the way we might also discuss the matter of the preparations

for "Naufiz-1993."
C: Oh yes, I forgot, only two months are left until NaurIz (Ilaypbt3)1

TOPIC 12 MEDICAL

Competency 1: To respond to questions about illness
PCV: May I come in?
D: Come in please, sit down. Where are you hurting?
PCV: My head hurts. My whole body aches.
D: Did you try to check your temperature?

PCV: No, I did not measure (it).
D: (After checking the temperature) You do have a temperature. 40 degrees. Please

open your mouth now. Yes, your throat is also infected (lit.: has become red and
swollen).

PCV: How come?!
D: You must have caught a cold.
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Competency 2: To purchase medicine
?CV: Do you have medicine for a cold?
P: Yes, I do. This medicirct stops the cough. Please take (=drink) one teaspoon three

times daily, in the morning, at noon and in the evening.
PCV: Fine. What medicine do you have for headaches?
P: Take aspirin. It might help. Please pay for the medicine at the cashier's desk.

Competency 3: To describe one's emotional state
HFM: David, how are you (today)? Is your health all right?
PCV: It is better than yesterday.

HFM: Today in the evening the "Voice of Asia" festival starts at IViedeu. Would you like
to come. I have bought a ticket for you too.
PCV: Thank you for your consideration. I am not able to go.
HFM: Why?!
PCV: I am not feeling up to it. I will stay home and rest.

TOPIC 13 INTERACTION WITH OFFICIALS

Competency 1: To make an appointment through a secretary
PCV: Excuse us, young lady, we are from the American Peace Corps.
R: Welcome!

PCV: We would like to meet and talk with the Deputy Prime Minister.
R: He (=that gentleman) is now with the President.
PCV: When can he receive us?
R: If you leave your telephone number, I will call you (=inform you).

Competency 2: To ask for assistance
M Welcome, dear guests. You seem to be specialists who are engaged in business.
PCV: Yes, indeed, Honorable Minister. We are interested in the work of joint

enterprises.
M How can I help you (lit.: What help do you need from Lt:?)?

PCV: We would like to meet with a number of businesses; our intention is to start
to work together.

M May your work be successful!
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KAZAKH-ENGLISH GLOSSARY

airro6yc bus
aurooycneu by bus
a} a# respectful address for a male teacher; form of address for

a respected elder (male)

anam man; person
a3 little

Llaybicht" "Voice of Asia"

ax month

Aiixan personal name (female)

atinuy monthly; monthly wages

at1T- to say

ataKattbe.:, Kencill! (idiom) May what you said come (true)

-Tax.umt by the way
atIrcatIbI3 Gonna :4 you may say (lit.: if you say it, it will be all right)

AUTLIK111311161 please do say

ati11111 converbial form of alIT- "to say"

attrun 6epini3mi please do tell me

Anal xi6ep- to say without trouble, quickly

atiTbIn KOSIMbIH I will definitely (without delay) tell (him)

ata.ua money
ax.bi pay; payment
an- to take

Anaray name of a mountain range, here: name of a hotel

first

allrbtm xeneni I want to buy (I would like to buy)

annum :TA in front of
anma apple

aJIMypT pear
anTbuta at six
an-runiarbl sixth
antirn 6ap- to take

aMIC distant, distance
amatt well, healthy
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amatt-eceit healthy
amatt-ccell (cay) 6onhu trill! be healthy! (expression of goodbye)
amancbm 6a greetings! (lit.: are you well?)
Amepmca KypaMa United States of America

111-raTrapu

aria older sister
anal respectful form of address for an elderly lady; also

for a female teacher

apa interval (space or time)

apanbuc xacinopbut private enterprise

aparimx, between
apambaua between us, among us
apFw opposite
ac food
acruipint aspirin
Accanoymy anetficym! traditional formula of Muslim greeting: "peace be upon you!"
acTan arum orbipbutnap please help yourself (lit.: please go on taking from the food)
acTam above, over, beyond, more than (with ablative)
acbu(- to hurry
acmkgait without hurrying, without haste
aT name (personal name)

ara father

aya air; weather

aya palm weather (lit.: mood of the weather)
aybl3 mouth
aybut village

ayblp- to hurt, to ache
aux- to open
mina- to wait, to delay, to stop
asuinama stop (bus, tramway, etc.)

OTteT custom, habit
oneTre customary; usually
03ipme for now
ace father
aice-uteute parents
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ani yet, still

0110y hello

an-(1)apa6x name of a scholar and philosopher of the 10th century

°Nile of course

Qincyni daily

apinTec colleague

6a interrogative particle

6arbrr direction

6a3ap market, bazaar

6awr happiness

Bax.brrxan personal name (male)

6an honey

Gana child

6annaki like (as) honey

6ap exists

6ap- to go
6aprunbi3 Kelm me? would you like to come?

6apnba-bi total, in all, altogether

6apnbuc all, everything

6apyra 6onanbt one can go (lit.: it is possible to go)

6apbm xeny going and coming

6ac head

6ac aypy headache

6ama other

6acra- to begin

6acTan- to be started

6aybip liver, relative; younger brother

6e#6iTunnix peace

6eticen6i Thursday

6ep- to give

5ec6apmak national Kazakh dish

6ecimui fifth

6eT side

6ace! how come!

614311E1c business
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6H3ilecmeki (<Engl.) businessmIn

auceui young lady

&mei' iic'xcet

6othiax bachelor, unmarried (man)

6on- to be

bona Ma (<6onazu ma) will it be, i.e., will it be possible?

6onattu it will be (possible)

6anex apart; separately

6yn this

6ypbin- to turn to (with dative case)

6ypbutrbi former

6ypbuu corner

6yriH today

6yriH xeuike today in the evening

6yxin whole

6i3 we

6in- to know
6inuip- to let know, to express, to inform

6ip one

6ip peT one time

6ip Kamp a number

6ipa3 a few, a little

6ipax but
first

6iTip- to finish

Binucex capital of Kirghizistan

rpaAyc degree

rany eT- to excuse; to forgive; to apologize

Ha/ac; rake also (emphatic particle)

AaMbIT- to develop

Amu piece

HacTapxan tablecloth on which food is placed; food offered to guests;
hospitality
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rie- to say, to call

netlin until (postposition, with dative case)
nen-caynbnc, health

Relic body

Hopi medicine

ROM taste

namni tasty (lit.: with taste)

Ram TaT- to taste food; to be invited

nam-Ty3nac friends who have shared a meal: food and sait

non-rep notebook
napi medicine

nopirep physician, doctor

Roc friend

nyphic true; right; correct

nyphic 6onap it might be good; might help

eni he, she, it was
erep if (conjunction)

exi two

only two

exen indeed (particle)

en people, nation

eny fifty

enni now

cline= if so; then

work
epTen tomorrow

epTen KemiecKenine until tomorrow!

ecen account

ecennii accountant

ec-renix remembrance; souvenir
e-r meat

eTri with meat

eut nothing, no
cm:Kaman never
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xarnaill situation

)1033- to write

xa3y writing

xcail place; condition; position

xcaIan slowly, without haste

DitC.aK, side

xaxcbt fine, well

ACanaic.bi salary; wages

xan6bip rain

xapailubi good, well, okay; that's fine

Xap-rbi half

DICaC age; young

xay- to rain; to snow

xe- to eat

xemic fruit

:Ken converbial form of xe- to eat

xen xep- to try to eat

cep land, country; place

xeprinirri local

xeT- to suffice; to reach, attain

werici3- to arrive

xalie and

xainarrblc meeting

xothipma twenty

>KOJI road; way
xon 6ortcbut good luck (lit.: may your mad be blessed, said to someone

who is going or travelling somewhere)

xonaKbt ticket (lit.: road payment)

xox no; it is not (in existence)

XOTeJ1 coughing

xymbrpTxa egg

)KYP- to go; to run

)KYPe 6ep- to go on walking

xy3 hundred

xunicbt horse; horses (collectively)

xi6ep- to send, to send away
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Xdrir
xauy

young man
by foot

3ettnencep retiree

Sop good; great

mg/ma yes

Kahl then, later, after (postposition)
Ketl6ip some
Ken- to come

Kern kilogram
Kepeic necessary
Kece bowl

KeT- to leave

Kern late

Kern KAYlablM I am late

erne yesterday
Kerueri belonging to yesterday; yesterday's
Keun,e evening

Keurip- to forgive
Keinipini3 please forgive me (imperative)

Ke3nec- to meet with each other

KeaRec-iceimie until we meet

Kocci cashier's desk
1CM- to dress
xnno kilogram

KOK011iC vegetable

KOMCK assistance
KomeK 6ep- to help (lit.: to give assistance)
KOMeKTeC- to help, to assist
Konin-Ky# mood, desire (lit.: heart-mood)
Ken much

Kop- to see
Kocerert Kerepciii formula of blessing: "May you have a long and happy life!"
KopceT- to show
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kopceTin show quickly, wiClout any trouble

kopix- to appear, to seem

Kome street

icytt kop- to go through the day; to live

kyttine daily

Kypim rice

KyT- to wait

kim who
kim 6011b111 as what (lit.: as whom)
Kip- to enter
Kid person; gentleman, lady.
ki-ran book

ka6but reception

ka6buuta- to receive

kaxtip respect, esteem

KAI:6prd respected, esteemed

kaxeT need

KA3aKilla Kazakh language; in Kazakh

KA3ht sausage made of horsemeat
kaaip now

what, which
kail xepilex from what place, from where?

kallmak cream
katimax,cu3 without cream

katIchicu which of the mentioned ones

kat1T- to return
Karam- to repeat

Kan- to remain

to like

Karla how

kartabtp- to leave (behind)

xadum my shield, my protection (term of endearment)
Kai-una 6011Abliibl3 how much?

KAN- to look at, to regard (with the dative case)
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Kaparum my darling (lit.: pupil of my eye)

kapaK, pupil of the eye

)(alma horsemeat dish

kapbrimac younger sister (of a man)

kaymn melon

Kaman when (interrogative pronoun)

Ka Km- to ache severly

K,14131J1bIC crossing, corner

kott sheep

koti- to put down
kon arm, hand

xonnan- to use
KOTIbIMb13,11aH kenreHme as much as we can (lit.: as much as it come from our hands)

konax, guest

konak y#i hotel (lit.: guest house)

koKbipay telephone; bell

KocLIMula additional

kom well, good
K0111 KW-WI-0 welcome (lit.: you came well)

kyax- to be happy

um:am joy, gladness

KyaHbIllabl with happiness: glad, happy

kympluak doll

Kyp- to establish

kypbunac building

KypblabICIabl builder

KyT luck; happiness; good fortune

KYTTIA lucky, fortunate, happy

K,b13 daughter, girl

x.513ap- to get red

K,b13y temperature

Kb MIK, interesting; amusing; joy, happiness

K,b13b1Kbap- to be interested

lcbmbinopTha Kypitui rice from (lit.: of) Qizilorda

KEnbmopna name of regional center, formerly Aqmeshit

KIIIMb13 q'infiz (fermented mare's milk)
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marati to me (dative case of pers. pronoun 1st person
singular)

marbala meaning

'slat:car purpose

man cattle

man en beef

MaMaH expert, specialist

mamaiinbuc expertise, specialty

Meney a recreation center in the mountains surrounding Alma-Ata

?Amen place, dwelling, residence

mexeH-xatt place of living

memneicer state, country

M3HTi dumplings

MHHOT minute

MyMxiH possible

mymiciH 6onca if it is possible

mytue member

mama this

mbni thousand

mbip3a sir, honorable (term of address)

Mbip 3anion name of a region

miHic-rp minister

He what

Here why

Heri3 basis; origin

Heri3iHeH by origin; by training

Hemepe grandchild

Heine how many?

neuie xacTacht3 how old are you? (lit.: at how many years of age are you?)

Hopce thing, object

H7AeT intention

Homip number

0 interjection
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oil thought, intention
oKbr- to read, to study
mina there; then; now then
onnati 6onca if it is so
or{ right
opbru6acap deputy, assistant
OCEJ this

OCIA ;Kepner{ from this place, from here
OCia apanau from this place, from here
OTblp- to sit down

03 own; self (with possessive suffixes)
03 yitnepirdaneti Kepini3uep (idiom) please feel at home
eKiptim regret; repentance
eKiniume °pat unfortunately
enure- to measure, to check
amen Kep- to try to measure
eMip life

eTe very
etixlIU request; please

no-rep (<Russ.) apartment
1114513 onion
notibm train

nomunop tomato

nourra post office

mood; spirit; atmosphere
paxmet thank, thanks
pet order, occasion; cause
petinne (postposition) in the order of, as
pyxcat permission

carat time; hour
carat Hetue,Ete at what time
canamat safe, sound; healthy; saftey, health
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canamaT Cionbliwa be healthy! (said when departing: goodbye!)

canaMaTcbl3 6a greetings! (lit.: are you well?)

caman breeze

camannan Kan- to catch a cold

capboaca garlic

cay healthy, well

cay 6011141ib13 be healthy! (said when departing: goodbye!)

u#6i3 carrot

COK,- to ring (telephone)

Con left

corm it that is so, that's right

com ruble

cort after (postposition)

CO3 word

cane- to speak

cetInem phrase, sentence

ceilnec- to talk, speak with each other

CyCbIH drink; beverage

cypa- to ask

cyper picture

cyperri with pictures

Ta6ucTIA successful

Ta3a clean, fresh

ra3ana- to clean

Taram food; dish; meal

TaFbl again; more

raK.1451 scull cap

Tanrap a town near Alma-Ata

TanFaT personal name (male)

TaMaK, food; dish; meal

Tama throat

ramanta wonderful, splendid

Tatibi- to know

rataitc- to know each other, i.e., to get acquainted with

ranbtc-rup- to introduce (lit.: to make someone acquainted to)
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Tait dawn
-railepTeR in the morning

TapT- to weigh

to taste

Te3 fast

Te3ipeK faster

Tene'cbou telephone

Tenection nomipi telephone number

TalTi sweet

TaruxeH Tashkent

THEIIH kopecks; small amount of money

Toil wedding; feast celebration

TOI(TaT- to stop (lit.: to make someone or something stop)

TOII group, corps

Tone- to pay

TO seat of honor

Topre (idiom) please go up to the seat of honor (opposite the
entrance)

Typanbi about (post-position, takes nominative case of
preceding noun)

Tymay cold; chill

Typ- to live

Typrbal inhabitant

TY3 salt

TycTe at noon

Tycin- (with accusative) to understand something or someone

TbI 11bIK- to rest

Tbr Rna- to listen

Tixe straight

Tine- to wish

Tinex wish

TiltiK slice

Ya anettkym accanoM! answer to the above formula of greeting

yaKbrr time

putoepciffeT university
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y3aK long

yet son
ytt flour

to please

to like (lit.: to make please)

YU home, house, flat, apartment
ylinett- to be married (said in reference to a man)

inside of a house; family
WEEell old; great, big, large, huge
yin three
yin peT three times
ytuitt for (postposition)

ctarataktst (Russ.) family name
43ecTxsan festival

xa6ap information; news
xa6ap 6ep- to inform
xart situation, circumstance
xan-xarnall situation
X2JTblic people
xanblx aparibuc, international between people)

utaFbui small; limited
maxmpum kilometers
tuam electricity; candle; lamp
mama opportunity; possibility
uramamen approximately
inamacht approximately
inaitmpaK wooden circle forming the smoke opening of a yurt; 'dome
=nail robe; national gown
uteT edge, border, foreign country
me= mother
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moll tea

mon kacbm teaspoon

tuoutka pig

tuy6aT fermented camel's milk

myrbuotaii- to occupy oneself with (mexinex)

umarap- to turn out; to produce

111b1K,- to ascend, to go up

uthiparbm my light, term of endearment: my dear

uthipak light

bliaaac attention, consideration

ic work

ic- to swell

icKep businesslike; efficient active

icKep Kam businessman

icre- to do, to work

liu inside

int- to drink; to eat

3KOHOMKKa economy
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KAZAKH-ENGLISH WORD LIST

TERMS OF OCCUPATIONS

6yxrarrrep (<Germ.) accountant, book-keeper
xypri33nui driver
mDKettep engineer
oxbr-ryrubt teacher
aapirep physician, doctor
caynenui architect
XyMbICLIIbi worker
>Ka3yurbr writer
alum poet
alder actor
3au Kbt3mencepi lawyer
xyptranucT journalist
e-riKrui shoemaker
ILIaLlTrapa3 barber
FbiJrbrMM II.I:43mencep research worker
myranim (MeKTerrre) teacher
3ettneirKep pensioner
icKep anam businessman
caTyrum salesperson
yWIC,I)ILII pilot
aynapmauthi ()Ka36a) translator
Tinmour (aym3ma) interpreter

EXPRESSIONS OF TIME

xbur year
month

arrra week
carat hour, time
ceKpla second
14.114 IlyTIMMIOT minute
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Tau dawn, daybreak
Taueirreu early in the morning
xytt day
Kyttiti:t at daytime

Keuuce in the evening

xeuncypbui late in the evening

TYH night

Ty Rue at night
Tyc noon
TycTe at noon
Taynix day and night (time of 24 hours)
6yrin today
Keme yesterday
epTe1 tomorrow

6YPcifYlli the day after tomorrow

Ran x.a3hip at once

6ipueme myrrau Kahl in a few minutes

THE CALENDAR

Days of the Week
xryiAcex6i Monday
c.enceu6i Tuesday
capcen6i Wednesday

6eifceu6i Thursday
xyma Friday

cen6i Saturday
xexcett6i Sunday

Note: According to the Islamic tradition, the week starts with ceft6i "Saturday." The days
from Sunday to Thursday are counted as day one (xex<Pers. "one"), day two
(gyti<Pers. "two"), day three (ceif<Pers. "three"), day four (cop<Pers. "four") and
day five (6eil<Pers. "five") after cea6i "Saturday."
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Months of the Yeah.
rattrap January

AKnatt February

Haypw3 March

Cayip or KOKeK April

Mambtp May

Maychtm June

Mime July

Tambia August

Kt:4)1qt lex September

K,a3aH October

Kapama November

?Ken-rowan December

Seasons
KOKTeM Spring

)Kaa Summer

Ky3 Autumn

KLac Winter

NOTICES AND SIGNS

Banicaubta! Attention!

To Kra! Stop!

Kipy Entrance
Exit

Illeryre 6entattAbt! No smoking!

Kipyre 6onmailabt! No admission!

Illuryra 6onmattAbt! No exit!

AsTo6yc asumatdacm Bus stop

)1Ca 6buc Closed!

Atuwtc Open!

Break

Twirl yainic Lunch break

3Aceirxana (Ottemep) Toilet (women, ladies)

aze-rxana (Epxerrep) Toilet (men, gentlemen)
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USEFUL PHRASES

Word List

ACa.T1Hbl(anfanna) in general, generally

KIACKACIA in short

6ipituninen firstly)
eidninixten secondly

ax.bipbnina finally, at last

opme of course

ce6e6i the reason is ...

etuteure thus, then, now

menitune in my opinion

cianikune in your opinion

6=u= attrxamta in other words (lit.: when saying otherwise)

exiniunce °pail unfortunately

onbui yc-rine in addition

ewtepini3re Gemini as you know

icopbrra attricanna in conclusion

COHANITall therefore

itemeK that is to say, that means, so

otutail 6onca if it is so, then

NUMBERS
Cardinals
1 - 6ip 20 - xxbipma, 21-xisipma 6ip,
2 - exi 30 - on13, 31-ont3 6ip, 32 -omI3 exi,

3 - yin 40 - xbrpbm, 41-wpbnc, 6ip, 42-wpbac,

4 - TOpT 50 - eny, 51-eny 6ip, 52-eny exi,

5 - 6ec 60 - anawc

6 - urn:it 70 - xemic
7 - xe-ri 80 - cexceu

8 - Ceri3 90 - TOKCaH

9 - TOFI)13 100 - xya
10 - OH 1000 - (6ip) Nazi

11 - ox 6ip 1000000 - MMILTILIOH

12 - 1000000000 - Numnmaprt

0 - HOH (<Russ.)
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Word List

Ordinals
Ordinals are regularly formed by adding +huifirbil-I-aura, +Hu thil+nnti to the cardinals:

first OH eiciumi twelfth

liaibipmaiturbt (also: xisipmachnaubt) twentieth

cam 6ecimui thirty-fifth enyimui fiftieth

Dates of years are given in ordinals, e.g.:

(hip) Nazi TOF113 Xy3 Toicgau zbui the year 1992
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SHORT LIST OF SOURCE MATERIALS IN ENGLISH
ON KAZAKH LANGUAGE, HISTORY, AND CULTURE

I. KAZAKH LANGUAGE

A) Dictionaries:

S.G. Axmedova, Agilsin-Qazaq SOzdigi (English-Kazakh Dictionary), Moscow,
Alma-Ata, 1960 [contains 5,300 words; out of print, photocopy can be provided].

S.G. Axmetova, et als., Agilsin-Qazaq SOzdigi (English-Kazakh Dictionary),
Alma-Ata, 1974 [contains 20,000 words; out of print, photocopy can be provided].

Boris N. Shnitnikov, Kazakh-English Dictionary. Indiana University Publications
Uralic and Altaic Series, Vol. 28, London, The Hague, Paris: Mouton and Co., 1966
[out of print, photocopy can be provided].

B) Readers and Grammars:

John Krueger, Kazalch Manual, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980.

John Krueger. Kazakh Newspaper Reader, Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1985.

Ilse Laude-Cirtautas, Introduction to Kazakh [grammar, text, dialogues, exercises,
and glossary; in preparation].

use Laude-Cirtautas, Reader in Kazakh Oral Literature [texts, notes and glossary;
in preparation].

C) Studies on Various Aspects of the Kazakh Language:

Use Laude-Cirtautas, "The Past Tense in Kazakh and Uzbek as a Means of
Emphasizing Present and Future Actions," Central Asiatic Journal,
18:3 (1974), pp. 149-158.

Use Laude-Cirtautas, "On Some Lexical and Morphological Particularities of
Literary Kazakh, Kirghiz and Uzbek," Central Asiatic Journal,
19:4 (1975), pp. 287-306.

Use Laude-Cirtautas, "The Interjections au and aj in Kazakh," Bilimsel Bildiriler
1972 (Ankara, 1975), pp. 343-348.
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use Laude- Cirtautas, "Preliminary Notes on Taboo and Euphemism in Kazakh,
Kirghiz and Uzbek,' Altaica Collecta. Berichte undVortrage der XVII Permanent
International Altaistic Conference 3-8 Juni 1974 in Bonn/Bad Honnef
(Wiesbaden, 1976), pp. 173-190.

Use Laude-Cirtautas, "Terms of Endearment in the Speech of Kazakh Elders,"
Central Asiatic Journal, 23:1 (1979), pp. 84-95.

Use Laude-Cirtautas, "On Necessitative and Related Forms in the Turkic Languages,"
Central Asiatic Journal, 22:1 (1978), pp. 44-70.

Use Laude-Cirtautas, "Blessings and Curses in Kazakh and Kirghiz," Central
Asiatic Journal, 18:1 (1974), pp. 9-22.

Nicholas Poppe, "Mongolian Loanwords in Kazakh," Varia Eurasiatica.
Festschrift fur Professor Andras Rona-Tas, Szeged, 1991, pp. 149-152.

II. HISTORY

Baymirza Hayit, "Some Reflections on the Subject of Annexation of Turkestani
Kazakhstan by Russia," Central Asian Survey, 1984:3,pp. 61-75.

Martha Olcott, The Kazakhs, Stanford: Hoover Institute Press, 1987.

S.A. Zenkowski, "The Kazakh Problems"; "The Civil War and the Kazakhs,"
in: S.A. Zenkowski, Pan-Turkism and Islam in Russia, Cambridge, 1960,
pp. 55-71; 209-224.

III. LITERATURE AND CULTURE

Chingiz Aitmatov, The Day Lasts More than a Hundred Years. Translated by John
French. Foreward by Katarina Clark. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1983.
[The Kirghiz writer Chingiz Aitmatov describes in this novel the life of simple
Kazakhs, living in a far-off place in the Kazakh steppe, trying topreserve their culture
in the face of changes catching up with them].

Ingvar Svanberg, et als., The Kazaks of China: Essays on an Ethnic Group,
Stockholm, 1988.

Ingvar Svanberg, Kazak Refugees in Turkey: A Study of Cultural Persistance and Social
Change, Stockholm, 1989.

Godfrey Lias, Kazakh Exodus, London, 1956.
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